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_United Press . YOUR PROGRESSIVE flOE NEWS-PAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY
MurrayBroadcasting
Station To Go On
Air Early In June
Purchase Of
Site Announced KENTUCKY CIVIL
By Officials AIR PATROL TO
The Murray Broadcasting Com-
pany expects to go on the air early
in June, George E. Overbey an-
nounced this morning.
Supplies and building materials
are coming in every day, he said.
for the erection of the broadcast-
ing station and tower. Materials
which have arrived include steel
for the tower, ground screen, co-
-axial transmission cable, vacuum
tubes, and 22.000 ft. of copper wire.
On March 81 officials of the_
broadcasting company purchased 13
acres of land from Rudy Barnett,
situated on the east side of the Pa-
ucah highway, about, half a mile
from the city limits. When talk
of a station in Murray was first be-
gun an option was obtained on this
plot of ground as a proposed site
for the broadcasting station.
Construction of the tower will
begin as soon as approval is grant-
ed by* the Civil • Aeronautics Au-
thority,. said Overbey. The 185-
foot tower will be equipped with
four aviation obstruction lights and
a 300 mm. flashing aviation beacon.
The C.A A. approval is expected
any day. ^ •
Work on the broadcasting sta-
tion will begin as soon as plans are
torpleted by R. W. Key. Murray
architect. An estimated four weeks
-Will be. required to complete the
structure.
The call letters for the Murray
station will be WNBS. 1340 on the
Mal. A 24-hour wire has been
leased from Associated Press for
'11.ws coverage.
STORK FAVORS DOCTOR
GOSHEN. Ind. U.P.i-Dr. H.
Clair Amstutz became the third
local doctor in succession to be the
father of twins.
NOT ELIGIBLE
RENSSEI.AER, N. Y. (UP)--A
local housewife failed to report
for Match. 1948, jury duty as di-
rected. A deputy sheriff sent to her
home supplied the answer. The
woman died in-1931.
PRODUCE
CHICAGO, April 13 (UP)-Pro-
duce:
Poultry: 13 trucks: hens firm,
chickens steady. Hens 35: leghorn
.hens 26.
Cheese TvrnagrU 42; single dai-
sies 43 to 44%; SWUM 65 to OB. Car-
lots 90 score 294: 99 score 78%.
tags: Browns and white's mixed)
26357 cases Market irregular.
Extras 70 to 80 per cent A 46 to
471/2. Extras 60 to 70 per cent A
45 to 461/2: standards 421/2 to 444:
curreotreceipts 42; checks 39.
;ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK-
YARDS, April 13 (UP) (USDA)-
Livestock:
Hogs 12.500 .all salable, as com-
pared with 13,000 yesterday. Mart-
ket 25 to 50c lower than Monday's
average: 150 lbs down and sows
mostly 25c lower; active at the de-
cline. Bulk good and choice 170 to
240 lbs. 21.75 to 22.50:: top 22.50;
240 to' 270 lbs. 20.25 to 22; 270 to
323 lbs 18.75 to 20.25; 130 to 150
lbs. 19.50 to 21.75: 100 to 120 lbs
16 to 18.75; sows 450 lbs. down 17.50
to 18.25: over 450 lbs. 17 to 17.50.
Stags 13 to 15.
Cattle 3.000. salable 2.500; calves
1.800, all salable; active and strong
to 50c higher on steers. About 20
loads of .1 teers offered, thew, in-
cluding,average choice at 71; sev-
eral loads good and choice 2.43 to
2975; and medium_ to good from
2550 to 27.50; good and choice heih
Cr. and mixed yearlings 27 to 29;
common and medium 22 to 26; good
cows 23 to 24.50; common and me-
dium beef cows 19 to 22: canners
and - cutters 15 to 19; medium to
good sausage bulls 21 to 2350: veal-
ers steady: good and choice 17 to
3250; common and medium 15 to
26.
Sheep 1.800, all sealable; scatter-
ed small lots steady; but not enough
done to definitely establish market.
Few good and choice wooled Iambi
24.25; some merely good 10; No 2
skins 22: run includes 8 decks fed





by a Chinese wo-
York State College
mics- turned out to
ut "not practical."
ung of Hong Kong
day preparing the
ingredients totaled




J. I. York. Herman Gross, and J.
Howard Baxter,
The number of concert artists
will depend upon the number of
ticket „sales and the campaign to
sell titkets will last one week, the
week of May 24. No tickiai will
be available after the close of this
campaign and no tickets will be
sold at the door.
A representative in 'neighboring
cities will be contacted before the
sales campaign starts. Through
these persons season ticket, to the
concerts may be purchased.





Directors of the Retail, Mer-
chants Association announced to-
day that '23 business firms in Mile-
ray will close each Thursday after-
noon during the 'summer months,
beginning May 6 and extending
through August 26.
Other firms will remain open-
Unless other plans are announced
before this date.
All member/5f the Retail Mer-
chants ' Association have decided
to close their places of buisiness
'on Monday. July 5, to commemor-
ate the Fourth-o(-itdrerhich falls




a Rudell Coursey, student at .the
Southern College of • Optometry
in Memphis, Tenn.. has recently
been extended a membership in
Sigma Alpha Sigma. an honorary
fraternity at the college.
He was selected for member-
ship for "having attained superior
scholastic standing • and having
shown integrity of character and
professional ability." according to
the president of the fraternity
Elmer B. Lagg.
Coursey will he graduated from
the Southern College of Optom-
etry in, June with a Doctor of
Optometry Degree. He graduated
from Alma High School in 1946
and later attended Murray State
College.
During the war, Coursey served
as a pilot with the 82nd Fighter
'Group in the Mediterranean
theater of operations. He graduated
from an Army flying school in




FOR W. FOL WELL
NASHVILLE, April 12-Funeral
services were being arranged today
for William Oren Folwell, 36, who
MAYFIELD, April 13-The May-
field Community Concert Associa-
tion was organized here this week
following a meeting ,tif a group of
Mayfieldians.
Officers elected included. Ken-
neth Wells, president: Jess Beadles,
vice-president. Jim Anderson, gen-
eral chairman in charge of sales;
Jean Mullins, secretary: Bunk
Gardner. Jr.. treasurer; Mrs. Ray
Ross, publicity chairman; and Eu-
gene Winslow. dinner chairman, t"died at his hetne - here Saturday
Directors include Mrs. John Mor- I night after an extended illness. He
ris, ',Mrs. John Cook, Mrs. C. M. was a native of Murray.
Rhodes, Ryan Isbell. B. W. Wilson, He was Church of Christ minis-
ter and high school teacher here.
He had taught schools at Fayette,
Miss, Chattanooga. and Dunlap.
Tenn. He'lwas a' graduate of Mur-
ray (Ky.) State college and George
Peabody college.
EVEN A DOG HAS A HEART
a CHICAGO 11.1.P.)-Duke, a dog,
was found guilty of biting a five-
year-old girl and his owner. Arihar
Baer. was fined e200. Baer claims
his dog died "of a broken heart"




Paul "Bear" Bryant of the Uni-
versity of Kentucky and Ray Meyer
DePaul University, will be guest
instructors at the second ann‘ial
Murray State coaching school, Ath-
letic Director Roy Stewsrtaber an-
nounced. Stewart sald the school
is scheduled for the Murray cam-
pus on June 11 and 12.
Bryant, who has won national
fame for success with the Ken-
tucky football squad, will direct
the football program of the school.
Meyer, one of the nation's outstand-
ing cage mento44. will conduct the
basketball program.
Final plans are now being formu-
lated for the school and complete
details will be announced at a later
date. Stewart said.
The first coaching school spon-
sored by the Murray athletic de-
partment was held last year with
Floyd Burdette, Joe Fulks, and Don






LOUISVILLE, Ky., April 13.
(UP)-The Kentucky civil air pa-
trol an auxiliary of the United
States Air Forces, this sumia;er
will conduct "Operat,„m4Dogpatch"
concentrating on the "survival in
the United States-, instead of the
Artie, the jungle or the desert. -
'LI. Cot. _Charles E. -Halt, corn-
canding officer of the Kentucky
wing headquarters 54, CAP; said
the general plan outlined calls
for a member of Kentucky Squad-
rons to be alerted on an undefin-
ed date
Upon receipt of the alert, all
squadrons will proceed upon the
asiumption a national emergency
exists, and each squadron will go
to a designated location-either in-
to the hills or into caves which
have already been surveyed for
their strategic use.
All aircraft in possession of
these squadrons will be flown to
secret landing strips where anoth-
er group will camoflage both.
Colonel Hall said technicians
will make surveys of different
types of food which can be raised
within the imme-o-iate vicinity of
Operation Dog-Patch to supple-





Paul Stanlee, the former Mr.
America. will attempt to Continue
his victory march in the V.F W.-
sponsored wrestling tournament
when, he tangles with rough and
ready "Red" Roberts at the Paris
City Auditorium-Thursday evening.
Stanlee• showed plenty of man-
power in beating Frankie Hill last
week, but mpny of the fans expect
the wily Roberts to prove a more
formidable opponent.
Rivaling the Stanlee-Roberts
bout as the feature attraction will
be the match between Tex Riley,
the former junior heavyweight
champion of the world. and Chico
Cortez
Selection As test AK-Round Kentucky Community Newspaper For 1947
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WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Mostly cloudy
and mild, with thunderstorms
today and in east portion
early tonight. , Wednesday
mostlf cloudya followed by
thunderstorms.
MURRAY POPULATION - 8,000 Vol. XIX; No. 256
BANZAI FOR MAC-Pausing in their parade through Tokyo with banners boosting Gen-
eral Douglas MacArthur for President of the United States, Japanese supporters of the





A special, all-expense, conducted
tour has been organized for non-
Kentuckians, as well as Kentucki-
ans. to -Open House In Kentucky."
This house and gardan tour is
sponsored by the Garden Club of
Kentucky. May 6, 7, 8, and 9.
Visitors from the East, South
and Middle West can make travel
arrangements to "Open House"
through bus line and railroad pas-
. I senger agenti at' the Chesapeaks
and Ohio. Louisville and Nashville.
Monon and the Southeastern Bus
Lines.
Additional information can be
obtained by writing to -Open
House in Kentucky." 1610 Hey-
burn Building, Louisville Ky.
The schedule covers the Louis-
ville area. May 6: Bardstown,
Harrodsburg and Shakertown and
arrival in Lexington. May 7; Blue-
grass tours. May 8, and Paris and
Frankfort, returning to Louisville,
May 9. The price of the tour is
$50 plus railroad fare to Louis-
ville where the tour originates.
Daily tours via the Great Lakes
Greyhound Bus Lines also leave
Louisville for Covington via the
Kentucky river towns.
Beside conducted tours, visitors
driving their own cars will be
welcome to ndividual homes on
the 'Open House" list, Information
centers will be at Louievilla Auto-
mobile Club, 800 S. Third Street.
Louisville, Kentucky. and at state
Standard Oil Stations.
International Situation in Brief
Train Blocks Cleared In Vienna
VIENNA, April 13 IUP)-The British reported today that their mil-
itary trains were allowed to clear through the Russian zone without de-
lay today but motor traffic on the international highway to Vienne stilA
 was blocked. •
The Soviet policy of Putting .the pressure on the Americans and
British in /lenna by impeding their transport was fluctuating. No fur-
ther .obstacles had been placed in. the path ofe-the Americans after the
,eetting up of a check point on their highway to-the west yesterday.
Newspaper Uncovers Russian- Plan
ROME, April 13 (11P)-The independent morning nbwspaper 11
Tempo charged today that Soviet foreign office deputy Valerian Zorin
had diafted a plan to seal off Italy and engineer a military alliance
amoni Italy, Russia and .Y.ugoslavia in event Italian communists won
next Sunday's elections. .
The paper said the plan Was reported by a "source which does not
fear denial." Zorin recently was reported to be the mastermind behind
the Czechoslovakian coup and the Russian-Finnish treaty.
Russia Building "Greatest" Air Force
WASHINGTON, April 13 (UPI-Russia is building the world's
"greatest air force" in order to "re;ch a decthion with this country," alr
secretary W. Stuart Symington said today.
Symington told the House armed services committee that the USSR
is building 12 times as many war planes as we are. He added that the
Russians "seem to want to reach a decision with this country and they
want to reach it in the air."
First ERP Shipment Being Loaded
WASHINGTON. 'April 13 (UP)-Paul G. Hoffman, administrator for
economic cooperation, announced today that the first emergency ship-
ment of food for Europe under a $21,000.000 "urgent" program is being
guided at Galveston, Texas.
I The cargo is 9.000 long tons of 
wheat. It is the -first shipment of
45.000 tons to be sent to France during the next 10 days. It is being
loaded aboard the .Luuckenbach Lines vessel John S. Quick.
BACK-TO-WORK AVIATION BLOC
ORDER FINDS WANTS SHOWDOWN
MINERS RELUCTANT IN CONGRESS
PITTSBURGH. April 13 (UP)-
The bacelo work march of strik-
ing soft coal miners lagged today
with thousands of United Mine
workers reported reluctant to re-
enter the pits while contempt
charges were pending against union
president John L. Lewis.
With Lewis scheduled for trial in
District of Colembia _Federal Court
tomorrow, local units of the union
delayed action on the UMW chief's
"recommendation" that they end
their 29-day walkout.
However, district oftichili of the
UMW appealed by telegram. tele-
phone and radio for the miners to
retiirn to work. In response, scat-
tered pits began opening late yes-
terday and production increased
today.
'Theft Western Pennsylvania Coal
Operators' Association expected that
output of the mines in its district
would reach 25 per cent of capacity
today. In West Virginia, George
Titter, head of UMW District 29.
said output there would reach 80
per cent today and normal tomor-
row.
Some 35.000 anthracite workers in
eastern Pennsylvania. who struck in
sympathy with the soft coal work-
ers' pension demands, were report-
ed returning to work.
The miners were happy over
Lewis' announcement that they
had been granted welfare-fund pen-
sions .of $1,200 a year for miners
over 62 who retired after 20 years
of work. But the pending court ac-
tion against Lewis and the union.
confused the situation," according
to UMW field representatives.
U. S. Steel's Robena mine, larg-
est soft coal pit in the world. re-
mained closed and the 2.300 miners
7:WASHINGT0N, April 13. (UP)
A congressional showdown was
in the offing today on the issue
of a 70-group air force.
The house was scheduled to get
the first of a series of money bills
designed to bolster the nation's
seined forces. This bill stems from
the administration's request for
32.300.000.000  MI in  buy planes
for the Navy and Air Force.
lowever, the rapidly-growing
iation bloc in the house feels
the procurement request is
too small Several members are
preparing to offer amendments
to the bill on the house floor.
Rep Carl Vinson, D.. Ga.. author
of one such amendment, said _the
aviation bloc wants "an immediate
showdown on the 70-group air
force issue."
Speaker Joseph W. Martin. Jr.
said he and most ether house
leaders are "all for the enlarged
air force."
Defense Secretary James Forres-
tal, whose program calls for a
55-group air force. told congress
yesterday he fears that if defense
spending is increased greatly over
present estimates the nation may








WASHINGTON, D. C. April 13-
The State of Kentucky will be hon-
ored at Washington Cathedral on
Sunday, April 18th. Prayers will
be offered for the government and
people of the State and Kentucky
men and women who have served
the nation in time of war will be
particularly commemoretiiL
Kentucky Sunday the state flag is
borne in procession with the na-
tional colors. The Very Rev, John
W. Suter, dean of the cathedral,
extends a special invitation to all
Kentuckians living in the District
of Columbia and vicinity to share
in the observance.
Each state in the union is honor-
ed annually at Washington Cathed-
ral in the nation's Capital. Today,
in nearly every state, committees of
the national Cathedral Association,
a non-sectarian organization of
friends of Washington Cathedral,
are seeking contributions to the
national cathedral Building Fund
from their fellow citizens.
Completion of the majestic
Gothic edifice crowning Mount
Saint Alban, highest point in Wash-
ington. is dependent upon the con-
tinuing interest and support of all
the pe-iple. Daily more and more
persons become associated ,with
Washington Cathedral as they sub-
mit the names and war records of
their servicemen and women for
enrollment on its National Roll of
Honor. Every state in the union is
representad. as well as Alaska.
Hawaii, and the Canal Zone. En-
rollments continue to increase as it
becomes more widely understood
that all Veterans, living or dead, are
eligible for the cathedral tribute.
The desire of the servicemen, or
next of kin. for enrollment is the
only requisite.
One house leader replied. how- CONCERT GROUP
ever, that will not be restored
"unless we get right to the brink IS ORGANIZEDof war."
Elswhere in congress:
Hughes-Meyers-The senate war IN MAYFIELD
investigating committee had drawn
up a strongly-worded report on
its hearings on planemaker How-
ard Hughes and ,Maj. Gen. Ben-
nett E. Myers. But tehtnontittee
Democrats said it was go"
as far as they were concerned and
were to meet this afternoon to they won't okay it. They complain
"discuss" the situation.
Berwind-White Coal Co., big cen-
tral Pennsylvania producers, re-
ported that only half a dozen
miners reported to work at its nine
Meanwhile, the Office of Defense
Transportation withheld withdraw-
al of its 25 per cent cut in mileage
of coal-burning railroad rocomo-
tives. pending sestoration of nor-
mal coal production However. 
.
tions appear to testify along with
. 
.
most of the 100.000 railroad work-
ERP administrator Paul G Hoff-
man. Congress already has autho-
ers who were furloughed as a re-
sult of the coal walkout were be-
ing recalled in anticipation of full
operations.
The steel industry, which had
laid off more than 55,000 workers
and slashed , production drastically
because of coal shortages, will need
one to two weeks to get bank, to
pre-strike levels.
Coal stockpiles must b, rebuilt.
blast furnaces restored And open fore going to the housturloor.
hearth furnaces refired. The pic-t, Price supports-Sen George 1).
eeture was brighter for Weirton Stl Aiken, R., VT., said failure to
and Jones & Laughlin. They had provide flexible price supports
that the report makes accusations
not substantiated by testimony at
the hearings, and is unduly rough
on Hughes.
ERP--Chairman Styles Eridges,
R... N. H., said his senate appro-
priations cogimittee will open
hearings on the European Recov-
ery Program alext week. He said
he has asked that the ceopiomic
advisors to the 16 receipient na-
gambled ontan earl./ settlement of




















rized a $5.300.000,000 (B) European
Aid Program. but the actual ap-
propriations have yet to be made
Condon-Members of the, house
unamerican activities committee
went before the house commerce
el5Mrnittee- 10 appeal for approval
of a resoltition calling for a sec-
ret 'FBI- report on Edward Condon.
The. resolutin must get the nod
from the commerce committee be-
this year may cost US.: taxpayers
"several hundred million dollars."
If present rigid suports are ex-
tended, he said, It will mean con-
tinued overproduction of already
surplus products. • A •
Anti-Lynching-Speaker Joseph
W. Martin. Jr., said the anti-
Lynching bill is slated for early
floor consderation in the house.
The measure, which would make
lynching a federal offense, has
been approved by the house judi-
ciary committee. It is one of the
major Planks inaaPresident Tru-
man's civil rights platform which
has stirred revolt among southern
Democrats.
Mrs. Carter Bailey. 34, the for-
mer Katie Pearl Bilbrey of Mur-
ray. was murdered sometime Sun-
day evening in Detroit. Mich., ac-
cording to members of the Detroit
police force.
The body was found by the .
police Sunday evening-bing-in-ig-=--
ditch full of water, a short dis-
tance from the rooming house iq.
which Mrs. Bailer-teid-beetr-sfay.--- -.
ing. Although cause of death had
not been determined, the police
said that the body had been sever-
ly beaten.
Mrs. Bailey had been living hi
Murray most of her life. She start-
ed working in Detroit last July.
Survivors include her husband
(divorced) Carter Bailey of Mem-
phis. Tenn.. one daughter. Peggy
Jean. 13 father and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. A. W. Bilbrey of Model.
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. G. L.
Knott of Tharpe. Tenn.. and Mrs.
H. P. Vinson of Model. Tenn; one
brother. Elmo Bilbrey of West
Point, Ky.
- The datrghter. Peggy ean. has
been living with her uncle and
aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bailey in
Murray.
H. P. Vinson and Elmo Bilbrey
left for Detroit Monday afternoon
to make the funeral arrangements
and assist in the investigation. The
body will be returned to Model,
Tenn, sometime tomorrow bx
,train. 'they thought.
Detroit city police were tiolding
one man. J. N. Fauck. 29, for
investigation: No. other stispects
have been apprehended at this





Finn Flon, Manitoba. April 13
11.1PoMore than 80 claims have
been staked in tl.c rocky hills
around this town in the first week
of a uranium rush that ha4
brought atomic age prospectors
flocking here by airplane with
geiger counters in their knapsacke.
Smooth-faced nuclear physicists
have taken the place of the old
time grizzled miner in this modern
day version of the klondike gold
rush of 50 years ago.
But the fortune seekers who
have hurried to Flin Flon hoping
to find the material of which
atomic bombs are made are just
as hopeful of getting-rich-quick
as were their aiiiiicilitheri who
sought ytglow
Airplanes loaded with wildcat-
ters, diamond drillers, geologists
and spectators• have arrived daily
since prospector_ George Bram-
combe and John McClelland an-
nounced a week ago that they had
struck uranium in the hills north
of here.
The two actually discovered the
valuable atomic mineral two years
ago, but for security' reasons the
government delayed the announce-
ment until last eiFek. They have
filed 18 claims in the region.
Claim seekers have staked out
most of the territory surrounding
the location of the strike since
the announcement.
Prices are soaring in this com-
munity of 12.000 persons. Which
waa established 17 years ago by
the Hudson Bay Company. SuPplies
are hard Ari bring in for there is
no highway and only a single rail
line. The nearest big city istWin-
nipeg. 800 miles to the southeast.
Flin Flon is a curious mixture
of moderi. and 'primitive. Houses
are built on stilts over muskeg
rock. Sidewalks are built along
the top of sewer pipes which are
laid above the ground because it
would be so difficult to bury them
in the hard rock.
It gets so cold here in the winter
that light bulbs must be kept
burning 24 hours a day. If they
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Tu'etday Afternoon, April 13, 1948._
Soft-Spoken Judge Goldsborough Is No 
Softie
Reporters Find Out At Hearing For Lewis
By HARM ea W NICHOL& .
.eve of
a red sweater. Which iidn't at all
match HT. purple -dress she was
Wearing.
But %env) Judge Goidgemrough
announced that Me -Lewis wou
haVe to stand trial on contempt-
jhe mine strike being off or no-
our lade friend either purled tine
WASHINTON. April 13 (1.71:9-
-- To look at him and talk with hiari
. _thjuk Thomas Alan Golds-
borough was a static • • •
The skinny.- rather 70-
year-old former congressman is a
judge of the United -Seers Distriot
Court here. He is soft-stioken. 
toe-many or dripped a couple,tua
srtors. He AV stitches. I don
't know which.
'JOE BEAVER" by Ed Noizige-
PITO
COMMENTS
By David M. Porter
With the coming of spring. Inat
only the robbins come to Kentucky
but the horses as well, and 'the
"hardboots" from Florida. New
Orleans Vele_ York. Maryland, and
all points ,of the compass, converg-
peseetejferentucky. For Kentucky has
its'. Keeneland and the Derby at
Churchill Downs.






Si polite to the men folk. He wears
soft 'blue suits that go 'niee with
. soft 12111SiC and quiet 
garden Artery' Disease
-Inethe court rapist heesseits so
a/entre-ye have to cup an ear,-
But what you bear.' sir. means
• nothing. 
Simple Fact
" Maebe the row- of pretlessinnal
- bench-wen:Um wher lined_ up_ in 
front of room 3ts of the Municipal
Court huildieg yesterday- hed been
there befcire. and had that •n mind.
Maybe. they 'wanted to see John L.
-Lewis. the biz shovel in the coal
rninerskiniun..1:,&Iee_efeejaefeee_ The artery _disease Is 
known 10
etittitegfir letwis would be there.
They thought he would rumble into
the. walnut-walied court rem to
say yes-or-ne to the question Why les to you.
he itiouidal be held in centempt of The msehanles ef how 
it . devel-
court • and why his coal rnirsere 'one. beginning with the 
'difficulty
shouldn't. be bues• minala instead of of rraxing oil and water. 
have bean




Evet7body was 'there 7-almost.
It 'wasHriiiyereect dawn the lane.
except f.r the cameras and Metes.
which are - baeriet .cfeld.-
borough erdir. Ar.d • Mrs LeWts
himseit' He didn't siiia. That was.
511 right with-the-judge. Because
Lewis sent his lawyer. a bright
Results From
Beihre diesuiess Medias*. Writer
WASHINGTON. April 12-Ore
kind of artery disease results +ram
the simple weft-known fact that
oil and water dei not mix
•3
fatty degeperative kind of artec-
josclerosis. hardening of the artet-
ton of Salt Lake, City.
Because oil and water do rye
mix ' the fats and oiis blnod
plasma.  which is *bow 90 ler cent
s*ter. Iritii4 he cartW1 ire a get
later -Dr Moreton exoia risci
report to the istairnaL science
The fats from food 'Haas
--the-alie" mate- ---Fasaeign - 'list ions
Committee chamber is a high-ceil-
inged room with heave glass chan-
deliers, gilt mirrors. and red velvet
leingtnes which give it an 18th-een-
air. In this room, historic de-
cisions on U. S. foreign policy have
been mado. Last week Senate and
'House conferees met around the
rocm's large oral table for one of
the most important decisions of all
-the approval of f:FIP. Their com-
promise bill swiftly missed by both
aisuses and, signed by the Pres'.
tient. -iris:ides a. MLOOtt.0007000 - pros,
gram . assistance -te Eurepe.
Chinse-Gree -e and Turkey. Joe a 12-
manth petered. Additional appro-
priations ere aethorired. thFough
June 30. I9si. subject to annual
congtessional re s iew.
• The (ma! act pravidt s fee :he ex-
titallOrneatic agricultural sur-
pluses for forego aid perposee
whenever this is feasible. rtis pro-
la kora town:coded' by AFBr
Presideed--Alisoi steptsiatest
that the geCretary of Agrtrieture
may inform. the ERP edmigustratiir
•f feasting farm surpluses. Within
iertair lintitations. the adininistra-
• e-weli-41tese-see the -surplus
'-•strarieley beught only in this
eurery. Zr. eerier to -encattrage
n of surpluses. the CCC
--; young_ man. naur.ei We 'Iy.. K to 
blood via the inteetinee e
' klins. - a very thirsty bare Ister. All cal'ilecT "' the girxt.s. 
find 'y'''.•:.'
during Ms reading of .,, -format state as falt
Y 'Ineterlals rel'r -'•
statement. he drrided hi e spare in bl""d Pla-5nia- .
time between taking toff h=s specs , /Cb"1 a rn'n cats 3*" ' may pay up to half of the sales
and drinking sewer.. s 
ounces of better fat. a *how.:
Mr. Hopkins. ei get chaise to the these big fat 
particles dearer , price, out of - Section 32 funds.
, An independent executive' will ad-'
paint. asked for a week's peelpene_ hi
s blood st• elan about foer
• imste ie r tp act, and a corporation
runt of me Lewis contempt trial- 
1: ter. Report .r.g thii tied. '- m
- le get things leadY 
fale Dr Moretoe said tha• •. 'till be set up to ca
rry out the pro-
...7am. This also follows the pun-
Judie Goldsborough ecijusted 17  es
of thew fat. nereal(e ..-_, •
c ho art ieplc of AFBF recommendations
.
horn-nme and said that wnethea 
"V damag,
anyboey else pleesed or nut, there • 
salt frisei fatrich reeals ,. .
would be no discussion_ or argu- a TE'codn':ly 
of
,.'"" ikr: 5f7''''' 
ERP And t•rtners
merit . about that. Ne. Weenesday, . • , , .. . .
• * at 10',/ada -aad -litis Levale'hilier !Mite-01.- 1EL". 'eel?' -1 ‘r...,,:e
-'
be there this eerie In person eteleamaer asosee _ea- '-as.. :
a.... , . a• ..
substitutes. sue ire.. te.. .nr...rasasaaa.a.-
It shoylei be 1...itel at t.s.s Punt artery. a a a -.anal 'or
that the judge is the earn: erre who. ,
, in NoYernber. '1946 .firied Mr .Lewis • ta'cleeeY eeca'N'7-tis.r,etTe'...- ri.'-',-:1 1-,7• 1'77.47
and his coal diggert-33:31t100. 52:-.- p„,e.er -the vete
:Eye Bruseu_iiiesseteet...thielaeladlie-eiereeeeeree. citheretee ..
any more raps a: the marr.ent. bat , (c., Te,......e. reee ze-reas
his honer. looked • i• scemed , fiar- • trap tierelat eae,-..i.,..e. It•
---eteesereseseeee
ward to "the fortheerrang siesi,ra un the artery walls.- .
Wednesday. By eptedUal, irdirutesrnal !urges:
He kept interrupting Mr Hop- the trapping- of the hie fat parti-
kins, who didn't eppe I. reash tits thickens and hardens -the ar-
.being interrupted. • tery-wallsIcf the point where the
The audience to ',lancet.... had stood cannot gee through..
been half-sreaorane apt jle.s p ,:r• • • 
The woreah silent,: by yese .f - Freers and Weds use thir eye., lJ
ful urvarrt had knotted her vi.). - help' thiqn smii3114.%! The_ eyeb
alls
to the room Wsiting are nulled down. arid the 
food :s
'50v-et/dor t a sae- rya S. forced on deem the th
eme
-4
COME ON, KILLER - YE R WTE SAID
TO TAKE HER USED FAT TO THE
MEAT DEALER AFTER  YOU'D WON! 
Di paranent of Agriculture ail-
- 15 worked overtime last week.
..fevelotAns esteinatea on probable
eperte et agricultural products
ERP. Here, minus certain, recent
ERP. Here, minus eerttin recent
'evisions. is the program which
a have eust gut:emitted to the
• • Depertment:
erseefrrst-eftepe-yeat- ERP.--
71.820.000 metric tons of bread-
soon upon it.
RIB
The Congressional spotlight turn-
„a-agein last- week to the problem
Or tong-range conservation. House
Agriculture . Committee Chairman
Hope Karla intfoduced the
comauttee print of a new.cunserva-
tion Measure. It is a far-reaching
bill, designed to centralize and co-
ordinate government activities
within a new agency--the Agriciar
tural Resources Administration-to.
be eetablishe.d in the Agriculture
s.partment. The bill also pro-
vides for transfer of certaie of the
Interior Department's conservation
functions to the new agency Edu-
rational and reseatrh facilities id
the Extension Service and state ex-
periment -stations would remain un-
changed. Formation- of county
boards to. develop long-range con-
servation programs would be en-
cr.uraged.
House conservatiun bills already
introduced include the Cooley-Hili
measure 'its Senate counterpart is
the Stewart-Reed IND), which
wesuld coordinate conservat•on ac-
fifties- through the Extension Ser-
vice, and the Jensen Bill, aimed a!
centralizing them in the Agricul-
ture Department. ,-The cbnst rt.;a-
lion features of the Senate's Aiken
Bill steers a mickile, course be-
tween theae two viewpoints. AFBF
favors•the general obSe•stives of the
Cooley-Hill Measure.
_Long-Range Legtidation
The House Agreculeirall Commet-
tee voted behind closed doors last
week to start writing a lonr-rangn
farm bill. Chairman Hope an-
nounced that, whether or not such
a bill is passed this seaaion, present
pries supports will be extended.
The c.-.mmittee voted to hold hear-
ings on extension of current sup-
ports beyond Dec. 3).
•
High-Taxes Again!
Now that the dust hhs settled
back into place after Congress'.
whirlwind passage of the Tax-re-
duction hill over or* President's
veto, 'itiafty obiefireta -sett beginning
to wondee How won Will itebe
14/•"us• valued at $536'Ir."°° 'based before taxes are re-Impose). at or
••n prices July I, 1940 will be ship- near previeus levels? They believe
pert abriaid. Eligible nations will the F4'773.000.000. cietewas primaribe
reeeive 1 6000 tons of fats and oils. an election meseure. and (hie it
include butter, Worth 980.0110.Q00:
25, tons 4 meal imainla. horse
-cannot bea continued • long in the
• 
meat' valued at $6.000.000: and
$l80.080800 worh -of dairy pro-
ducts. or 375,000 tons. Ships car
ing ERP -C75trieliedities will arrelude
in their helde-205.000 tons'ot tobac-
cia--32.10110(1.0f* avoilfe'land. 524 








Oitlnils have tcheduled 
becoming increasingly evident tha
e ex their freedom to do so. will 'd
;fewer of 40.0013 tons of eggs and pond on the twin which world
28.090 tons- of rice. Other food.'events take between now aid June
ind feedstuffs. expected tr. leave -one big determinini factor bilist
U.S.' shores under ERP. include
1 1,12a0U0 el-coarse grains:. _ pit electrons in Italy. Toi Fin
castle Building eor reservations
000 • cake 'arid meat' 138.- daof 1697. CMnewarsZiesh, 
has passed et total The 1..ouisville Colonels.” Kentuc-
ve° •e•-• f aigar 121 nab tons of -- 
been In ass-1 ky's outstanding baseball
 teem.,
"At the very most, $300,000 would
have been a sufficient amount to
-have audited and examined all of
the books from _ the educational
point of view of every one of the
120 counties in the State.
-In November we made a thor-
ough audit of the financial records
of the Harlan County_ Board of
Education for the year ended June
30, 1947. Our bill, did not exceed
$800.00. the records were in good
condition, we checked all sources
of income_and made a fairly thor-
ough examination 'of what went
with the money. liarlan County as
you know perhaps has one of the
lirgest school budgets of anis coun-
ty in the State which amounted to
slightly above $1.000,000 last year.
BY -SWING GALLOWAY
During its recent session the gm- -One more, point in 
connection
eral assembly passed and Governor with the Harlan County s
chools. an
Clements signed many progresive outfit from Chicago had 
made-a sur-
pieces of legislation, but there Were vey down there which 
looked to
spendhappy moments when public me to be for political 
'smear pur-
money looked like something peo- poses. It was superficial, 
facts were
Pie didn't have to work for. The incorrectly 
used and conclusions
most notable example was a $4,000.- drawn which were not 
warranted.
000 appropriation of, investigating "The School of Educat
ion at the
and fly castine
state by counties. After reading a splendid survey 
during the year
_ _the public school system of the University of Kentucky had 
made
some comment of mine on this ap- which was very helpful 
education-
propriction. in the Henderson Glea- ally, speaking and was of
 some as-
ner, A. J. Lynn, head of a Louis- sistance to us on the 
financial side
his name .sent me this interesting essi step Was tak
en by 'thel
letter: teachers t emselves in the 
County, 
as and Bloatprogrville auditing firm which, bears and then to cap the matter a very
many of whom spent the,summer 
making a survey and th'elfpre Mpara- ake You Feel
lion of a three or four hundred page
Radioactive




dried frue:-aucl 482.000 -tens of peas
1 sum. :Moil' 227 hours That's enough
to make aayone want a vacation.'
• and beans rmdefreele fruits..
-- •
- Atomic Bomb • • -
, BriasrelitIng Cosies&
If you lister, t.!7 your radi•, very
l aten.. 5,4111 probably- be interes
• lei-S. 2231, a bill introduced in the'
Senate by Senater Johnston, ID..
;Coto The% -Meature is iptendechtes
pteeent. any standard broadcasting,
station'frem using power in excess
of 50 KW. It would also break
.eeilen (leer channels. by authorize
ineeieber statiens to operate- in the
f eame channels at •night, with cer-
:eiiti lintiteteins.
! Last WeCk, AFBF tiled ....state-
ment against this bill, with the Sen-
ate, Interstate commerce Commit-
tee. Tien&. is why:. It is felt Oat. .
I ladle; reteptiOn in many isolated
i places would be greatly irdproved
1,bx the use Of pcever , of 50 -KW.
Many farm families might find
their radii service restrictel if a
lot of stations were allowed to
I Compete ire the same ChAtihels.
I AFIllo fiets that the frequencies ref
channel stations sheuld be
• Increased.
A 'battle has beer, raging on this
I issese for the last. three years. The
!Federal Communication Comnits-
"Mon expects to reachn decision
This year the "Old Colonel"
Symbol of the State of Kentucky
wit' be looking at the races with
an extra gleam in his eyes, for
his joy in racing will be greater
now that the State is getting some
additional revenue from the sport.
The last session of the' Legislature
passed a bill taxing pan -mutual
betting and now three cents of
every dollar bet on a race at
Churchill Downs or Dade Park
will go to the State. This is a just
tax and a fair one but more than
that, would be a burden on the
people who enjoy the sport and
a drawback to racing. from which
Kentucky gets so much wealth.
The breeding and raising of horses
is one of Kentucky's largest sourc-
es of revenue.
There is a strong sentiment
growing throughout the ranks of
the Democratic Party that Truman
cannot be re-elected this year. It
Is as evident and as strong 35 the
feeling in the Republican ranks
about the Governor's race vais
last year, any you know how
right that feeling was. The leaders
of the Democratic party are quiet-
ly but definitely planning to chi
something about this sentimeneand
all of then plans ..re centered on
getting Truman not to try for the
nomination and get some one popu-
lar with both the left and right
wings of the party to accept the
nomination. They have Senator
Barkley of Kentucky in the backs
of their minds and they are work-
ing with that in view. He would
friable a drong candidate, a forceful
'speaker. twice keynoter of his par-
ty Conventions, with, a record of
action in the sedate that can not
be besmirched or belittled. He
mate get the nod.
Kentucky's .fame has been grow-
ing throughout the nation and they
should take advantage of it.
Sports headlines of the coiintry
papers' have carried stories about
cur basketball teams and we won
two of the three large tournaments
among College teams of the nation.
now comes a period when sport
pages ot the country will have
Kentucky date lines and carey
stories about the Derby. We can
and must take advantage of this
publicity and get more tourists to
visit Kentucky and stay for long-
er periods for that is reenlist' that
will mean a lot to this State. _Why
not a Derby festival forjnitht one
before and aftor'the Derby where
the towns of Kentucky will have
open house. ,have planned tours
out, of Louisville to all parts of
the State where visitors can 'ice
Kentucky's beauty and enjoy Ji_o-
hespitality. Thousands plan to
come and stay one or two days
for the big race, they could be
induced to stay two weeks if we
planned properly. and presented
our plan( to them in an attractive
fashion Perhaps we could do this
next year,
The Kentucky Chamber of C60M-
rce meets in Louisville on April
d. It is a day long meeting with
ionally known speakers at all
seesions All those interested in
the welfare of the State are in-
vited to attend the meeting and
should get in touch with the I
State Chamber of Commerce. .i21
The world has reached a dead
end 4iri Con..roi of the atom bomb.,
st-werk. members- of thaSniied.
Netions Atomic Energy tifrernis-
sem palled an end te further con-
ferences on the subject. Si, it limits
Illie the world 'is in for another
armaments race--only this time, it's
not' just catimins and battleships,
but atomic bombs as well. Maybe
those two fellows who asked In-
terior Seere:tary Krug last week
tor- land rights on the moon weren't
sh iMpracte:al. lifter all. •
MAKEll OWN 'mires
EVANSTON. Ill,, 11.1.P.i- A ma-
chine design-CCM produce artificial
waves hiCsbeen installed in a large
tank at the Northwestern Univer-
sity Technological Institute The
machine can 'create waives up t





eight feet lonr: and eight inches ner
Prrf°rmaj" of hull 
shapes
in chip said Court. This the, 2nd day of.
Dewey liagelale.
models. •
Use our commies:I \Q. -etsee 
March. 1948.
get the business! gi •Tu-A20.
Clerk. Callowise Circuit Court
on April 15th with Milineapolis.
Louisvillewas second in the play-
offs to Kaners City last year and
won the championship a year-be- I
foie. They have a number of out-
.4_ •-- —
Order of Reference •
Calloway Circuit Court
Walter L. Prince. Admr.
For Mrs. J. J. "Nannie" Stringer,
deceased, Plaintiff..
Vs. Order of Referencia
Lipo Formed Home et at,
Defendants.
It is ordered- that this cause be
referred 'to George HAI, Master
Commissioner of this Court to take
Woof of claims against the egtate
of Mrs: S. J. irefranniee Stringer, de-
ceased, and all persons holding
claims against said estate will pre-
sent their claims, duly proven, be-
fore said Master Commissioner on
or before the fourth Monday in




typeseeitten book which „I undr.-
stand was grid enough to be u •
in the Tea hers Training couraes
Miserable?
ou may
at Eastern State College, Rich- rIfelisoet; 11'nerefriseehilig 
ow 
;our sto Irethbltrom
mond, Kentucky." 1.1115 nerv
ous distress. It works this way:
According to Mr. Lynn, the audi- 
vilttaviegr.yttinice tey
Ustsflotwhenst° liyht:
finiTTob should-hi cost more Than break-upricertafu 
ood 
enincefmodparticles; its. the
food may ferment. Sour food, act indi-
gestion and gas frequently cause a mor-
bid, touchy, fretful. peevish, nervous
conclitton, loss of appetite, underweight,
restiess sleep, weakness.
To get real relief you must Increase
the flow of this vital gastrigjuice Medi-
cal authorities, In indeperfaent labora-
tory tests on human stomachs, have by
positive proof shown that 888 Tonic
amazingly effectiv• in increasing tan
flow when it is too little or scanty dyiii
to a non-organic stomach disturbanall
This Ur due to the 888 Tonic formula
which contains special and potent act!-
,  eating ingredients.
alma $100.000. Of course an over-
al study of the school system would
involve perhaps $25,000, maybe lesa.
The aapropriation of the four
milion dollars doe's not make spend-
ing it mandatory. hence a fine, op-
portunity for Governor Clements
to save eighty per cent or more ot







WAS/IngcroN -4-Up,- - Bom-
bardment --of- -ttee- trade-mirk office
has virtually ceased. Department
of Comnierae pffacials report.
Besialed since Hiroshima with
.ipplications requesting registratioii
01 trade marks using the word
' "atomic," the harried officials said
they were glad the *Weds had
-run their course." • 
•
Of 180 -atomic" applications. 54
have been registered. ranging from
toys to medicines, and horseshoes.
Officials said -atomic" - applica-
tions were the most popular and
confusing- in their memory. but.ad-
ded that -Shangri-la" did Weil
and **Flying Saucers" hit their ap-




ity of Nebraska students are being
offered a fisherman's course In bait
oes Stomach
odine Cures - the patient feeling definitely 
_bet- leei better. , work better, piay tter
ter in that same period. Recovery Avoid 
punishing yourself With over-
s of nods and other &Wanders to
•
Goiter Patients
, Also. End Tonic help
s build-Up non-
age of the goiter occurred in two 
organic, weak, watery blood in nutri-
tional anemia—so with • good flow of
ssweeks, Dr. Shipley reported, with this 
gtric digestive juice, plus skis red-
blood you should eat better, snap better,
CLEVELAN2eApril 12-Heettoae-
eve iodine from theatomic pile it
Oak Ridge Tenneeshas "cured or-
definitely improved" 12 out of 18
toxic goiter patents. Dr. R. A.
Shipley and associates of Western
Reserve University here report.
The other six patients are expect-
ed to' improve on- further treat-
ment.
The type of goiter treated is that
in which the thyroid gland is over-
active. Familiar symptoms are
popping eyes; thinness and ner-
vinisnesii. Although various medi-
cines have been used to treat the
condition, relapse's have run as
high as fifty prr cent. For perm-
anent core if the condition a sur-
gical operation to remove the over-
active gland is usually necessary.
Because the thyroid gland has an
avidity for iodide: -taking it up a,
fast as the body acquires it, the
radioactive form, through its radio-
activity, can produce "the curative
ieffect, Dr. Shipley explained.
The radioactivity iodine used is
one with a half-life of eight days.
It is given as a tasteless mixture
a glass of watee7-Detinite shrink-
standing players an deach year
some of their players go to the
American. or -National League Ken-
tucky has produced such famous
players NIS Earl Combs. "PeWee"
West., and others, and has a num-
ber of leagues throughout the state.
In these tense times it is good to re-
lax by playing or watching the
National pastime., baseball, so plan
to enjoy it this summer.
• 
occurred feur to six weeks after
treatment. • s
Reporting file results r with Pr.
dose
counteract gas and bloating when what
you so dearly need is SW Tonic to help
)-cm food for body strength and
repair Don't wait! Join the met of
Shipley to the Academy of Medi- happy people MS 
Tonto haa helped
cute here were Drs. A. M Pcttl J.
Minions or bottles mold.
etstore 
O • botUe o
P. Storaersli and 
f
drug today.




Pod oil their debts
Had cash IA, too
Bill Do;lar heiped
And will for you
en Ices el:Alert a month on
each cf a aurtter oi bills rani into
money fate Tcke the case shown
above. Ibis family ern paying
$51.00 a moeth on its _bills A
$250-CO cash !can mare then paid
them all, and took only &wet
$17.00 per month fer payrncnts-
en frame:crate toying ot more than
$2100 a menth. Pheee cr some in
eni. get a frirndly cosh loan to
- pcy YOUR scencred bills.
UP TO 20 MONfHS TO REPAY
nivot4*. ,LpAN, CORPORATION
NEXT DOOR TO PEOPLES BAN&
506 Main Street : Murray




It GALLON APEX WASHING MACHINE




Riley Furniture & Appliance Co.
Your KELVINATOR Dealer.'






















































































































































thletics To Enter 1948 Pennan-  t
With Only Five New Players - -
By LEO H. PETERSEN
..United Presa Sports Writer ..
NEW YORK, April 13. (UP) -
)nhie Mack is taking his beloved
thietics into the 1948 Ameri-
n league pennant race with only
von new players on the club
huh finished a surprise fifth
at season.
Aiming for a first division berth.
e slender. 85-year old As lea-
decided to go along for the
ist part with veterans. As a
suit he did his spring house-
leaning early and when he sold
viler pitcher Russ Christopher to
he Cleveland Indians 10 days
go he brought his club roster
own to the player limit of 25.a
eadline the teams do not have to
each until May 20.
Ile will carry nine pitchers.
hree catchers, five outfielders and
'itht infielders. The number of
nfielders he retained is signifi-
ant-it speaks louder than words
f the department which may
cep the A's from attaining that
irst division goal.
Mack is sure his outfield. catch-











ises to be the strong point-will
measure up, but he, has grave
doubt as to whether he will be
able to put a capable infield in
action from the material he has
at hand.
Only two.of the infield positions
are set-slick fielding, but lig?*
hitting Eddie Joost at short and
Hank Majaski at third. Joost hit
only .206 last year. but he did
tighten up the Philadelphia de-
fense. Majeski was a .280 hitter.
,Ferris Fain. whose .291 mark as
a freshman led the A's infielders
in hitting last season, will take
over first base when his knee is
sound again, but until then it will
be Rudy ̀ lofts. who still is not in
shape, or George Sinks. who,,a1-
so playes the infield. Mack be-
lieves that York will settle down
between now and the season's
opener so that he will be injhape
to niar. - ' ,
At second: It looks like Pete So-
der, who lacks speed. will get the
call over Skeeter Webb and that
is the spot which.may prove the
most vulnerable in the Philadel-
phia setup-Both have been found
wanting before and there is no
reason to believe that they won't
fall short of the mark again.
Of the eight infielders Mack
kept-counting Binks as an out-
fielder-four are new comers.
York and Webb were discarded by
other club, and picked up by. the
A's and there are two promising
rookies-Mickey Butner. who hit
327 with Birmingham last season
and William DeMars, a .328 hitter
with Asheville.' .
The other players new to the
A's are Don White, the outfielder
drafted from San Francisco where
he hit 292 last year and two pitch-
ers. Lou Brissie and Alex Kellner.
White will be a utility outfielder
along with Rinks The regular gar-
dners will be Elmer Valo in right,
Barney McCosky in renter and
Sam Chapman in left. McCosky
surprised last year by hitting .328

























"for today is your day, 0 Brook-
lyn. . . ." •
And a mighty chorus of voices
swells in the strangest theme ever
selected for music in the classi-
cal form since Bach wrote a melo-
dious bde, to an urnful of coffee.
It is -the Bfooklyn baseball can-
tata" dedicated to "de burns" of
Ebbets field. This week-April 16
-on the eve of the Broowlyn Dod-
gers-New York Yankees ,exhibi-
tion series musical opus in praise
of a baseball team will be -played





of 'em wit not
"Getcha scorecards . and pro-
grams here
"pass dis up to de gent in de rear."
That was the Ebbets Field butch-
er boy indentified in the cantata
as "a raucous voice." After his
brief moment in the chorus greet-
ing to the Dodgers taking the field,
the umpire reveals that he is
mighty mean because he is a
frustrated second baseman.
"I went to school where they
taught me to call
"a ball for a strike and a strike
for a ball
"I learned to_be wrong nine
times out of ten
"1 shattered my,, ties with all
decent men. . . ." (Burst of mani-
cal laughter").
The Brooklyn baseball - cantata
was composed, by George Klein-
singer, composer of "I Hear Amer-
ica Singing" to the lyrics of Mich-
ael Stratton. Both said they were
inospired by the fantical loyalty
of Dodger fans to their oft-fumbl-
ing ball club. The singing lead-
off man is Robert Merrill of the
Metropolitan opera company.
Behing him in the musical bats






"sitting in the boxes, sitting in
the bleachers
"each housewife, business man,
salesman, broker and grocer
"typest, taylor, shipping clerk,
leans forward in his seat as the
dppointed hour •grows closer. . ."
For the first "play ball" of the
season.
Kleinsinger and Stratton stuck
close to reality in the story of
the cantata. Brooklyn wins the
"crooeial" game-but it is only a
dream. Not sad, however, because
Brooklyn fans live only for the
next game, the next series and the
next season. So on this ray of
hope comes the Brooklyn Dodgers
anthem:
"Dodgers, brave Dodgers
"Brooklyn waits with bated
breath




"justify your noble trust
"ever onward, ever upward-
until you bust."
CIVIL SERVICE JOBS
Civil Service examinations were
announced today for filling Engi-
neer positions in 'various Federal
agencies in Washington, D. C. and
in the Bureau of Reclamation in
the States of Oreg9n, Washington,
California, Arizona, Nevada, Ida.-
ho. Montana, Wyoming, kolorado,
New Mexico. Utah North bakota,
South Dakota. Nebraska, Kansas,
Oklahoma, and Texas
Age limits for the $2,644 positions
in the Bureau of Reclamation are
18 to 35 years and for the higher
level positions in other Federal
agencies from 18 to 62 years. These
age limits are waived for persons
entitled to veteran preference. De-
tailed information about all re-
quirements is given in Announce-
ment No. 13-1-2 (1948) for Bureau
of Reclamation positions, and An-
nouncement 95 for positions in
Washington, D. C. Announcements
nd application forms may be se-
cured from the Commission's Local
Secretary. Mr. Valentine, located at
Post Office, Murray, Ky,
The Brooks Bus Line has placed in service on its Detroit schedule
three of the latest type, modern 1948 Flexible "Clipper" Coaches. All
late refinements and improvements developed by the motor coach in-
dustry are incorporated in the "Clipper," pictured above.
Air foam rubber cushions are used for seat construction. Backs re-
cline, pillow service is available. Old ftyle seats in rear of bus bave
been replaced by four wider seats, which fully recline and were de-
signed especially for comfort.
.An important feature of Brooks service is that every passenger is
assured a seat for the entire journey. All seats are reserved, arid ticket
Tata limited to bus capacity. -No standing room is sold.
For the further enjoyment of passengers, radios have been installed.
A large number of people attended the "open house" showing of the
new "(3iipper" in front of. the local bus terminal. H. B. Savage, traffic
manager. and C. E. Carrigan-, opera-tor, presided over the showing of this
coach and answered questions about the Brooks service to Detroit.
Mr. Savage declared. "Our serve was founded on the principles of
safe, courteous, efficient service with the greatest possible degree of
comfort. The growth of our company from its small beginning to its
present importance in the field of transportation is evidence of the
soundness of this policy. We assure you that we shall be first to adopt
new and proved ideas which facilitate better service to our patrons."
THAT "BUSY BEE" SAYING
NOT WHOLLY A GAG
BOSTON (UP)-".-Bees really ate
busy.
Take it from expert George De
Clyver Curtis in his new hook.
"Bees' Ways." they are nature's
outstanding workers.
Curtis says the average load of
nectar carried by a single bee is
only 20-1.000th of a pound. That
means, that 20.000 bees making one
trip each would add one pound of
honey to a hive.
However. Curtis estimates in a
good season he removes 200
pounds of honey from one hive
besides leaving plenty for the bees'
own use In addition, one-third of
the nectar is lost due to.evapor-
ation of excess moisture
"The whole thing seerfis incred-
ible," he says.
Seventy five per cent of the
Navy Commanders retired since
1940 are receiving disability pen-
sions whereas 99 per cent of Army
majors retired are so listed
Farmer Cooperatives Differ From
er Business In Benefits Ga.
011111wr
• Farmer cooperatives differ from
other business corporations in that
farmers operate them for their own
mutual benefit as producers-on a
non-profit or cost basis After allow-
ing- for -the nes,.....y expenses of
operation and maintenance and
other authorized deductions for ex-
pansion, etc. Instead of being set
up to make a profit for the coopera-
tive, they are set up and operated
by farmers to help themselves
make more money out of farming,
Other characteristics of farmer
cooperatives which help them in
carrying out the purpose for which
they were authorized and formed,
and to preserve their cooperative
nature were included in the orig-
inal Bingham Cooperative Market-
ing Act. This act was passed by
the Kentucky Legislature in 1922.
Practicalry all farmer cooperatives
in Kentucky operate under revis-
ions of the original act.
Briefly, some of the provisions of
these Kentucky laws. which must
be followed by cooperatives ih-
corporatod under them, are:
1. Must be "non-profit" opera-
tion, to help members, as producers.
2. Must have at least five direc-
tors, elected by the members from
the membership.
3. Must permit only agricultural
producers to be members.
4. Must consist of 20 or more per-
sons engaged in the production of
agricultural products.
5A....Musi-- not permit any *stodk'
holder' to own more than 1/20th of
the common stuck of the coopera-
tive.
6. Must not perrnit any member
to have more than one vote, re-
gardless of the amount of stock he
owns.
7. Must have one or more regular
membership meetings each year.
8. Must not hold members liable
for the debts of the cooperative to
an amount greater than the stock
held: and including any unpagid bal-
ance on promissory notes, and ac-
cumulated equities in the coopera-
tive not represented by stocks or
certificates.
9. Must not issue stock to a pur-
chaser until paid for ire hill.
10. Must not permit the transfer
of common stock of the cooperative
to anyone not iqualified to be a lb
member. •
11. Must prepare and file Articles--
a Incorporation with the Secretary
of State, 'also any amendments to
Artides. -
12. Mat file a certified copy of
the Articles of Incorporation with
the dean of the college of agricul-
ture, University of Kentucky.
13. Must adopt By-laws within MP
days after incorporation.
'14. Must abide by the general
corporation laws of the state of
Kentucky, except where provisiong
of the cooperative law differ.
THEY DON'T DO THAT NOW
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ill., it.rP.)-
Discovery of a 48-year-old mail
order catalogue in the attic of Mrs.
J. F. Scott here revealed a string
comparison, with present-day sale
items. Included in the advertise-




















0. Patton J. 0. Watson
Only the KAISER and FRAZER have it!
TRUE ECONOMY-
MA-Your Kind of Driving
"Just 
returned from a 
3.004-








formanc tion.e and 
.
, it has no 
equal.
I 
getj9 miles per 
gallon."--Frew •
°WY Fraser la the 
finest car
I could have 
bought a t any
price. 
EcononlY and per-forrnance are 
unbeliev-
able. I get 19 
miles pergallon with 
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Gasoline Bills are Lower in a KAISER or a FRAZER
#
How many more miles per gallon will you get from
your 1948 Kaiser or Frazer? There 1s only one
honest answer. Mileage varies with the speed you
drive lwer the roads you travel. It may be anything
up to 16 or more miles per gallon. Thousands of
K-F owners verify this. Yet in each case they
rreport many more miles per gallon from their
Kaiser or Frazer, than from car they drove before.
Top Economy for '48!-others claim it-Kaiser-
Frazer delivers it! Among 1948 full-sized American
motor cars, only the Kaiser and the Frazer have
highest compression engines as standard equip-
ment. That alone means less waste and more
wallop in every drop of gasoline you buy. You get
new power and a combination of top performance
with top economy that is brand new to motoring.






'Learning Is CureFor NeuroticsSlys Doctor
NEW YORK. April 12-The ,neu-
rotic isi"ati under-done human be-
ing." He -4 "a victim of under-
learning, immaturity and igour-
'once." _His .4iure depends on his
learning tter the moral and so-
cializing lessons his parents' and
others in authority tried to teach
him when he was a child.
This picture of the neurotic and
what to do about him was given by
Dr. 0.. Herbert Mowrer, Harvard
psychelogY professor, at the meet-
ing here this morning of the Ameri-
can Orthopsychiatrtc Association.
In viewing the neurotic as a per-
son whose troubles comes from
having too little rather than too
much conscience. Dr. Mowrer dif-
fers from Freud and mani other
psychiatrists.
The neurotic. in Dr. Mowrer's
opinion, has taken in the rules and
principles that are $enerally known
as the dictates of conscience. But
he has not ,accepted them. Just as
the child between to and six
years is constantly saying 'no" to
parents and their rules, the grown-
up who is neurotic is constantly
saying "no" to these sarm.i rules
which his conscience is dictating.
But the opposition and defiance
goes on under the surface. •
"The _internalized criticisms and
admonitions of parents and com-
munity are now muffled and are no
longer heard clearly and explicit-
ly," Dr. Mowrer said. "But they
are still capable of breaking
through into consciousness as de-
bression. anxiety ant' inferinfity
feeling.
Criminals,.,,- fesult, instead . of
of neurottcs. when the  resistance 
and - opposition to authority, the
'r- o" peririd ' of: Childhood, is con-
tinued with little change into later
life. Admitting that this is a
greatly oversimplified explanation
of criminal psychology, Dr. Mowrer
used it to show the criminal per-
sonality-type as the extreme in
failure of socialization with the
neurotic between that arid the nor-
mal individual.
Dr. Mowrer agrees with Freud
on the importance of "transfettence"
in psychiatric treatment; By trans-
ference is meant the process in
which the patient comes to feel
toward the psychiatrist as he did
toward his parents when' he was a
child. By this process stance to
rules and principles is brought out
in the open.
But Dr. Mowrer disagrees with
Freud in the next step in treatment.
The Freudian idea is to strengthen
the neurotte's pleasure drive and
relieve him of what Freud .consid-
'red too rtrong a conscience.
Dr. Mowrer, holding to the the-
ory that the neurotic has too little
conscience, says the psychiatrist
should help him acquire more real
conscience. Or, in other words,
help the patient learn to give up
present and instinctual , pleasures
for the mcre lasting satisfaction of
being a full-fledged member of so-
ciety.
Besides the learning neti otics
need, they must also do some un-
learning. Dr. Mowrer pointed out.
They must unlearn the ways they




13 O.K. WITH HIM
M. VERNON, Ill. (UFA-Thir-
teen is Bob Yeefes' pet number.. The
17-year-old Navy seaman, who
lives at 1213 Casey Ave. here,
entered boot camp as one of 13
new enlistees. En route, he was a
passenger on car 13 and dept in
berth 13. "He arrived safely back
home on Friday the 13th.
Mrs. W. S. Swann has as her




man, however, slumped off to .252,
I
but he still hit the long ball and
if he ..could get his average near
the .300 mark it would give the
Athletics one of the better out-
fields in the league.
Brissie. who won 23 games with
Savannah last year. will be
regular starter with Phil Marchil-
don. Bill (No-Hit) McCahan, Bob
Savage, .Dick Fowler and Carl
Schieb. Marchildon won 14 games
last year while McCahan, one of
the most promising hurlers in the
loop. -came up with 10 victories.
inkluding a no-htter against the
Senators. Savage won eight games.
Fowlet-'12 and Schieb four.
Back of them will be Bill DiCt-
tieh. Kellner. an 11-game winner
with Birmingham last season and
Joe Coleman. Dietrich will be us-
ed exclusively in relief as a re-
placement for Christopher. Cole-
man and Kellner will get starting
chances but are most likely to see
bull-pen service.
Rounding out the squad of 25
, are the three catchers-Buddy
Rosar. the no. .1/man. with _Mike
Guerra and Herman Franks to
help him out.
,23) TIME
"&,76 $4,/ k.srea sAtvoi
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'Economic T nds." at 7.30, in the
tferine'-7-taario Department of
Wilson Me II Lula Clayton
B. ale. chairman of the Social
Studies Committee Nd AAUW will
be in charge of the
TIseradar. April
The Home Departme
Murrey •Wrirriena Club we:






:Prievil 14. Wednesday-it E spree::Gowan, director.recital 
half. • 8:13. Prof 13. ,J.
12:.TuThesudamiy-1.-ySirs_inxit
pristee.•.. n. April 15. 16. IT. 18
.(;,n music program. recital hall.
. 8.15. .
epee 23, Fridayea-Cammerce meet-
ing -.One day e,7.1ference-high
school caarepercriesicher.s_o
.‘prit 24..Seturday-Tri Sigma lean-
- eviet ar,d dance. Women's Club
house. 6:30 pin
Aril 23. Stnid.iy-Tri;Sigu. J • break-'
,.• Ito" 9 30 a tn.
TI1E GARDEN
L GREENS AND LETTUCEBy-  John S: Gardner. Kentucky-
College of Agrieldture and
e Home • Et 01110121itl .
Among the fine • g.rtien • ..•• .
7 • Ales started are greensairid lettuce opening Of the park's Golden Jubilee Sta9On. The haze-filled .
and the time Le just as soon as land a_ eapressiona belong to Peter Murray (left) and Jerry Smith.
may be got ready.
As with ell leaf trees. the _soil --. " 'dale 1 roses'
.must be made rich with....pourt
rnanure or with high-grade feral:.
izer. The best To be found •i:i 6-84,
unless fortunately ammoniurie ni-
trate or nitrate of soda may be dis-
'revered. a_Enr .pvultry manure, 'the
rate is one bushel to 250 square feet,
spaded under r chopped in . deep.
For complete fertilizer, the amount
is one pound to 30 square feet chop-
ped in; for, either of .the nitrates.
one'pound to 100 square feet chop-
in lightly. If these crops ere
sown in rows, side-dressing with
tee above materials helps -tremen-
dously.
The greensorea.Dwarf Essex Rapp
r serenet Imes. -celled spring- As:Rooth
kale': Blue Seatch Kale, Southern
Curled Mustard, Tendergreen (mus-
, .a.
-DA PREEM" IS HAPPY - Primo Car era, former hcavy-
wei;ht beating Champ. now a Wrestler. • shed past guards at
LaGuaidia Field. New York, to greet ,Ls family and gather
his youngsters in his arms On their arrival In this country.
"Da Prem," now an American citizen, had not Seen his Wife
and children. in more than two years.
OH, • HURRY, MISTER! -NO n1
intently at his work than painter
Ling the finagling touches to a me
Palisades Amusement Park, N. 4, In
_
ter lwas watched more Expectant Mothersn AljaCk, Shown put-
-11°-roUnd 
horse
emat -+Cured of Syphilisreparation for -
Activities' . liocas
Weddings
by WATKINS E WRIGHT
MEV lie Vali. row.. 8.111.45
Loris Raymond Ras gone c9
New York with dreams of a mu-,
sirai career. but has failed to get
a job and is in financial straits.
Carey Carson. ateoung eould-be
architect, is also badly in need ot
a job. They meet and become
friends. Then, they hear of a
stealthy old bachelor. Roland
Potter. who wents to help some
struggling young married couple
be Paying them to live on his
Long Island estate and act as
glorified caretakers during his
absence on a yacht cruise. They
decide to marry temperaray. on
a strictly business besis, in order
to get the job. Sir Potter. un-
aware that their marriage has
beep arranged, hires them.
Shortly after they are settled on
his estate. they "meet a triend of
his, the beautiful and wealthy
Iris Wrenshaw. She takes a fancy
to ('are, and starts playing up to
him. He responds entlausiasta
-rally. not only because 'he is at-
tracted to her, but because he
feeN that, through her, he might
make contacts that would help
him as an architect, foris shows
signs of jealousy, particularly one
afternoon when he goes for a long
rive is Willie. Onahls eeturn, she
sharply rebukes him for neglect-
hag his job as caretaker-
' CHAPTER. XIII
FOR Several days after
Carey'S Outing with Irla-
tVrenshaW, a strained atMO-
Othere existed between him
and Loris. He felt that shb was
being Unfair. -
°Finally. one-evening. he blurted.
"This whole thing strikes me as
downright silly!"
"What do you mean?" asked
Loris.
saw nothing to upset nine Maybe
she didn't dislike Iris, after all. He
noped this was the case. Things
would be a lot pleasanter if she
and Iris could be friends.
He called a waiter, ordered a bot-
tle of white wine and some chicken
sandwiches.
"To your he toasted, when the
waiter had filled ,two glasses. "A
girl In a million!"
"Thanks." said .Laris_ ni
drink a toast to you." She Pitted her
glees. "May you become the sue-
ceesful architect you hope to be.
Carey.
Just then, the manager of the
roadhouse stepped to the middle of
the dance floor. He motioned the
drummer to rattle for attention.
"Ladies and gentlemen." he said.
"I have an announcement to make.
We plan to have weekly amateur
contests all during the summer to
discover talent among our patrons_
Each Saturday night - beginning
this coming Saturday night - we
mill give a check for fifty dollars to
the person- or persons displaying
the most talent. So if you are a
good dancer. a .good musician, or
can do impersonations or maybe do
eraelableof-hand Or even tumbling
arts, be sure and come next Satur-
He stopped for a second, and
there was a round of applause.
"And that's not all." he went on.
"Not only will the winners be given
the fifty dollars - but there's a
chance of landing a regular sum-
mer Job here with us."
Carey looked at Loris, and the
looked at him.
"Fifty dollars!" thea said In uni-
son.
"I'll bet you're thinking Just what
I'm thinking," said Loris. "You
singing those old-fashioned songs.
,and me at the piano!"
-The way we're acting! Gosh.
Loris. one would think we were an
old married couple - you bawling
me out like you did the other even-
ing!"
"I didn't bawl you out. I simply
tried to make you see that you
shouldn't neglect the Job You're
paid to do here at Pottersillhee "
"It wasn't a pleasure jaunt. Iris
wanted to show me some tend near
Jones Beach where she'd like to put
up some bungalows that I might be
able to design for her. She's simply
-trying to help me along in m9
career."
Loris shrugged. "Have it that
way if you wash."
They fell silent.
Carey frowned. That strained at-
meeplicre again! Darned if he
could stand it any longer. acme-
:lung had to be done-someelang
that would put Loris and hun back
on the old friendly ba.sis.
Presently, he said caeualle. "Oh.
I forgot to tell you. That roadhouse
we saw is open now. How about
going thei . to dance this evening?"
Loris' face softened. She realized
that Carey was trying to patch UP
their quarrel and suddenly she too
was anxious to recapture the com-
radeship that had existed between
them before.
"I'd love it!" she said. "Maybe
what tee need is a little-PM."
Half an hour later they were on
the dance floor of the roadtouse.
3110Y. this is swell!" Cafe) said.
""As a dancer rny dear Mrs.
Carson you win tile -c akea'
"What cake?" asked Loris, feel-
ing facetious and light-hearted
"The one with the choicolatheelaalr bark home, 
frostingand the 'marshmallow n11- Then in thz•bie living room, they
stood facing each other for a few
minutes
"Thernke for sesseestine the mad-
house Carey" Loris said. "I had a
wonderful time."
'So did I." Carey took a step to-
ward her "You're sweet. Loris-:
nosh-darned sweet •
She backed away
"Good meter" She walked al the
satire. "Don't forget we've got a lot
of rehearsing to do if we're to try
for that fif v dollars."
"Stir" said cap.& -000d ni
ght
-Mrs Carson
Loris blew him a kiss Irons the
landing. "Happy dreams!"
Mg.
"Just the kind I like! When do I
get it?"
"I'll buy it from the Underlie cork
awry first thing tomorrow I saw
it in the window today"
Then the music stomied and
they went back to their table
"Let's cut Mew and have scme
drinks. Shea we'" Carey suReested-
"I don't know:: said Loris. "I
don't like strong drinks. Tlaey,make
me ill Instead of gay"
"Them we'll have a bottle of atilt
wine. Just to sort of celebrate.
After W. I may be building a fleck
cottages down near' Janes
•
roaaa teed - spinach) and Bloom
a*-13F, nactieeThe row:sr/Wale rate for / done, the more likely head let-
' all except spinach is otie ounce to I tuce succeeds, io after warm wee-
250 feet; for spinach, one dunce to ther comes only loose-heads rasult.
lab feet. , . . if in/act the plane de not int-ha:di-- .
! kindle. leaf and heading. Somerizaer i 'Varieties of-inal lettuce are Siam-
; Ai for leteuce.: there ere two lately 
bolt to seed.
1 lettuce is sawn in Van rows, one l aon and Grenci Ka- -s.pia and too. the
oreuilnidcebetdos. 
250 feet:
rfetatce: wtoin4007sqestiarine name Implies strays edible even al-
1 new sort Slobolt. which ris its
Ifeet Sown in rows, and to-produce ter the aeasom has inarie otter Beets
Ilashourgekt i3pla,krit,ine cute 6 heads, .Thet inthniing. ..thr.re an...three wen 
suits.d _tr, Kon.„
shoot . seed/it:aka. Of heading sorts.
nings used as leaf lettuce. Lettuce tacky's elfmate: New York.apreat
Lakes. and Bibb. Of these Bibb is
the finest, but it is the.mret eenei-
hve lei warm weather.'
. •
. nut thev\rlier eel this is
. .
-Very will. then. said LoH..s.
"We'll drink to you and Iris Wren-
show"
1 Carey gave her h quick took-but
_ makes heeds of itself. if a heading
sort is used. Another way for the
heads to attain satisfactory size and
hardness is to take up oieedlipgs
with about 4 "rough' leaves and
reset, them 6 to 8 inches apart in
Need Not Worry
WASHINGTON. Aaril 10e-Gorki
news for' expectant mothers ware
have had -syphilis appears" in' a
report to the veneral disease sym-
posium held here this morning uy
the U. S. public health service.
The report war presented by Drs.
Mary a Goodwin an Marm S.
Farber of the Mary Iffmgene Bas-
sett hospital. Cooperstown. N. Y.
and the Joan, Hopkins hospital.
Baltimore. ,
If ai• syphilitic woman has be-el
-ecfreruately treated for the clieease
once, and shows • no clinical signs
of, syphilis at the time of her
pregnancy. rhe does not /need to
have anti-syphilitic tr eat m cot
again. •
lleretoforei doctors have hell
that in order to prefect the un-
"Sure!" said Carey. aivho knows
but what we might even get a Job
here at the roadhouse?"
"We already have a Job," Loris
reminded.
"I know, but what's to keep us
from working here too, since it'll be
at night?"
"'That's right!" Loris' eyes were
shining. "Imagine having ...two
Jobs!" Then. worried: "But would
Mr. Potter approve?"
"He doesn't have to know." said
Carey. "We could Use stage names."
"Of course we could!"
Carey refilled their wine glasses.
"Here's to more success for us.
"Lorena and Lee - music and
songs! Lee's my middle-name ad.
since yours is Lorena. we can start
right out with a good professional
cosmomen Alliteration you know."
"Come on." said Loris. "let's
dance again."
"Right with you, Mrs. Carson."
said Carry and when he said
"Mrs. Carson." there was a new
tenderness In his voice.
Loris went into his arms, feeling
outrageously gay. She even wanted' _
to pull Carey'S face down and kiss
hint She got hold of herself and
gave her attention to the dancing.
THEY stayed at the roadhotree
A until after eleven. Carey wanted
se stay on until the wee small
hoer.. hut Loris objected.
aSuPlache burglars discover Pot-
trrstaaee unoccupied and break
in.- see pointed out
"-Loris, don't even think of such
a thine!" said Carey "But come On
-we'll go if you insist."
They laughed and sang all the
Marie Shrine .,
Installs Worthy - 
High Priestess
Mrs, Gabe McCandless, Junior
Past Matron of Smithland Chap'
ter. C.B.S. was installed. ars Worthy
High Priestess of Marie Shrine Nla
lee_ eireee of _ white _  Shrine of
Jerusalem, at Masonic Halt, Padu-
Can Saturday evening, April 10.
Obadiah aields, Past Grand Matter
of the 'Grand 'Lodge of Kentucky
-F.• & A.M., was installed as her
Wetclunan of Shepherds.
The retiring Worthy High Priest-
ess and Watchman of Shepherds.
Mrs. J. C. Williams and Homer Dos-
sett, mid Inviting Herald, Mrs. Ma-
I
rie Binkley of Salem. introduced
the Installing 'officers who were:
Installing -Career. E. 13.- Beatty. 
Past Supreme Watchman of Shep-
herds and Past Grand Master, Beat-
tyeille, Ky.; Cheplainr Mrs. Charlie
Fitch, Past W.H.P., Metropolis, Ili.;
Scribe, Mrs. Virgil Lambeit Past
W.H.Fa. Harrisburg, Ill.; Herald,
iss Lucile Rawleigh. Districte
Deputy, Paducah; Guard, Al B. Or-
ton. Past Watchman of S.• Past
Grand Master, Present Gr. -Secre-
tary of Gr. Lodge of Masons. Louis-
ville; Organist. Mrs. Byron Cham-
Pain& Calvert City; Color Bearer,
Mrs' Wayne Barrett, Paduciih.
The oficers elect, seated in Latin
Cross formation agere escorted to
their respective stations by Miss
Rawleigh. after receiving their rit-
ualistic obligation from Mr. Heat-
TinrThe charactIrfert• ftrlh itifett :err& are
Cotrrniter Oa us Art-m..4f. 1444.4 is•
born baby from syphilis, the mo-
ther who • once had syphilis must
be treated during every iarossaticy  
. The findings showing ,this to un-
necessary were made- in a study
of 363 woren with varying tapes
of syphilis 'v.ho had been treated
with arsenic,. bismuth and met--
nary. Another Z2 women had had
penicillin treatment.
Of 5T8i babies born . to these wo-
men who were not treated for
syphilis. 549 were bore alive. The
fetal mortatlay of 48 babies still-
born or miscarried is less than
normally expected for non syphil-
itic pregnant women. • '
Autopsy examinations of 20 of
the stillborn showed nu evidence
of syphilts. Other medical or gyn-
ecologic causes were found for the
stillbirths. .
Of the 349 babies lawn. °lave.-
88 per cent were followed for more
than two months and 70 per cent
for more than year. Examinations
showed they were all normal bab-
ies without Nye/lilts.
Mrs. McCandless, who clues, • a
beautiful crepe evening dress 
with
-her installatiem_gage
a most inspiring messege to the
greeni upon receiving the gavel,
Mr. Fiells' talk was likewise. ins'.
apirational. They were jecipieths
of many gifts from friend.
Mrs. Willioms and Mr. Dossett
were presented' with the White
Shrine's diamond and gold erhble-
matie jewels in recognition of their
year's work, by Mrs. McCandless
and Mr. Fields. They also received
many gifts from their friends. Their 0
gift to the Shrine was a beautiful
White Shrine banner. Gifts to their
officers were cross-shaped book-
marks.
The Shrine's second birthday
celebration- followed fa' installa-
tion. A large cake, iced with the
einbrein-lii iti yet'.
low and white was displayed as
Miss Rawleigh and Frank Robert-
son, of Mayfield. first Worthy High
Priestess' and Watchmen of Shep-
herds and Mrs. Williams and Mr.
Dossett Junior Worthy High Priest-
ess and Watchman lighted birthday
cauciles. The cake was cut by Mr.
Beatty who instituted Marie Shrine
March 30, 190 ,and was served by
Mr. Orion. Mrs. Eugene Butler and
her committee served coffee, to the
members end guests.
At 6:30 Saturday evening, prier
to the installation service, a buffet
supper W US stryed in the home of
Mr. and Mrs..-J. C. Williams honor,
ing Mrs. McCandless. Mr. Field's,
Mr. Beatty and Mr. Orton.
THE WHITEST WASH IN TOWN
Self Washingette Service
BEHIND THE ICE PLANT











Just for YOU,. . Franklin's cloud:light sheerest
Of rayon sheers. Hips are artfully rounded with side
tiers, buttons are luStrous pearl-toned dusters and
waist is softly self sashed. Emerges enchantingly full
' -
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The Service ("thee Class of the
First tahrretian Churah• met More
day. evenieg with Miss Ruth Ash-
more at Wells Hall.
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, Mrs.
Otry Paschall and Miss. Verde Head
were the hostesses. The chairman.
Mrs W. S. Baker conducted the.
business session and Mrs. W. J..
Gibson was in charge of the pro-
gram.
Miss Jean Smith sang a solo
accompanied by Miss Charylene
Sanford. Mrs, Glenn Doran sang
the "Old Rugged cross" accompan-
ied by Mrs. R. L. Wade Several
party games were played and prizes
were awarded. -
The hostesses served lovely re-
freshments to the 17 members and
following guests. Miss Smith. Miss
Sanford. Mrs Doran. Mrs. W. B.





The W.S C.a. of 'Temple Hill
church met Monday with a good
attendance and an interesting pro-
gram.
--Miss coeten district seerttary ef
C. S. It. and L. C. A. was pregent
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Club News
U. S. WARSHIP AT TR1ESTE-Residents Of Trieste watch the U.S.111,31t
0n, a cruiser Of
the Mediterranean fleet. tied Up at doCkside. Yugoslays have
 pretested the ship's pIe3enCea_._
to the United Nations, claiming violation Of the peace treaty
 which limits Allied Military




On: Monday evening at 6:15
o'clock. Miss Pearl Evans. • daughe
ter of the late Son L: Evans Of this
county. became the bride of Sam-
uel J. Sammy. son (Td Mr. and atria
Jasper Nanney of Hardin.' Bro. I..
H. Pogue performed the ceremony
at his home near Penny.
'the bride ware blue with white
11.1.1,• .
. tended.
Both the bride and the bride-
siretom are graduates of Murray
High School and attended Murray
State College. M. lianney taught
school in this county, and at Hen-
demon At the time of her
ri 
 mar-
was a- TrarSe-at-- the-idttr--
ray Hoepital
The couple will be at home in
St Lotus. Mu., where Mr. NanneY




Teesday. April 12 .
old Glenn Doren. viee-presi-
dent • The Peoples Bank, fornaer.
Murray Lite College student, will
speak to the Murray chapter of
AAUW oo the subject, -Current  
_
And fhli "Live-Water" action I
---is really marvelous! Just put in
clothes and soap, set the dial
and forget it.
• Washer fills and empties
ovtomatically.
a Washes 8 lbs. of clothes in
less than-a half-hour.
• They're spun damp dry.
• They're cleaner, whiter.
• Hands never touch water.
• See a demonstration!




Frigidaire Electric CLOTHES DRYER
for oyes. awornot.. dr1s.'g maven,
Johnson Appliance
Company
Tel SI south side Square
















































I3ALDWIN Pianos. Choose your
piano as the artists do. FEEZLE
Piano bales, '325 S., 7th, Street
MAYFIELD, Phone 1266. South-
western Kentucky's largest exclus-
ive Piano Distributor. Mayec
COOLAIR ATTIC AND WINDOW
FANS, authorized dealer. House-
hold and commercial refrigeration
Sales and service. Phone 1067.
100 N. 4th St. West Kentucky
Electric Co. Mark
IF YOU ARE BOTHERED with
holes in your chest, you should
see Riley's for a chest diagnosis.
This weeks special, solid Red ce-
dar chest for only $19.95, was
234.50-Riley's Furniture and Ap-
pliance Company. A15c
DON'T FORGE1 our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturaay beginning at
10:30, rain  or chine. 22.00 if they
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell
Anybody can sell anybody can
buy-Main Street Car Exchange



























II -6dge Si roof
35- Western [PLUMS
38- Cushion
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All makes. Money back guarani
tee. 12 years experience. Phone)
9934.
MATTRESSES Innerspring and cot-
ton. All kind of mattress work b
the old established mattress mite.
Pick up and del. Work guranteed
Paris Mattress Company - M.
Bell, Paris, Tenn. Attic
WE SPECIALIZE in
HAM, steafs, chops and plate




Wye), your watCh cleaned, oiled,
and regulated for perfect time
keeping--all /for $2175 plus post-
age and inehrance. Quick Service.
Mail for ,eistinuite to ROY WADE,
Jeweler,, Clinton Street, Hickman,
Ky. / A2lp
D CY TERMITES. Free in-
=tiOn. All work guaranteed.llable prices. References
(furniShed. Frank McKiney,









































46- Part of church
44- Sonnet I boo
50- Age
Si -51,  al 14•f I
mean anything."
Revenge is uppermost in the
Bomber's mind. /biockMg
42111 Walcott and_ _quickly_ ;immune
almost-to fanatarism. The mention
,of ifie-chib, man who wirer made
him loolt.leed had ruined his home
coming.
So there were fewer anti more
feeble smiles as he plotted his
itinerary, which includes signing
,-for the fight Wednesciay: doing
preliminary training at a friend's
farm near Kalamazoo, Mich., and
finishing up at Pompton Lakes for
the June 23 return bout.
"I'm not thinking 'of anything
else until after that," ne Said slow-
ly as he trudged down the prome-
nade deck and watched the slowly
passing New York skyline.
Somebody mentioned- that he
looked thinner than .when he left
and Joe, looking back at the gulls
trailing in the ship's wake. replied:
"You cen't fight -94 exhibition
rounds and not he in better shape.'
Hilt _tile Bomber still showed a
race of -jowls and the wind out-









• And the smiles disappeared.
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK, April 13 i1.1131-His
famed dead. pan split by a, wide
erin. Joe Louis was in high spirits
as he stood on The chilly afterdeck
a the mighty Queen Elizabeth
while she shouldered her way up
the Hudson past the Statue of Lib-
arty.
Back home again' after eight
weeks abroad in which he gave ex-
hibitions in London and make a
trip', to Paris, the champ even was
undisturbed by a $500,000 alienation
of affections suit tiled against hint
in Chicago.
re nonesense$ he grinned.
"My lavvers will take care of that."
But then somebody 'mentioned
Jersey Joe Walcott.FOR COMPLETE INSULATION
SERVICE at a lower Cost call-Rock
Wool Insulation 'Co.. Room 105..
Gatlin Bldg. Phone 1021. .518c
BEST BY TEST-That's why our
business has grown so much. Try
for yourself-Dixie Cleaners, TeL
768. Thomas Crider, owner. MSc
HOUSE WIRING, Appliance repair.
any electrical work-Bourland El-
ectric Shop in new Riley Furni-
ture Store. Phone 587. M10c
‘,For Rent
FOR RENT-3-ruom unfurnished
apartment. See Hunter "Love a




-- - ---- -
Dr. Herbert Reinert. head of the
languages and literature depart-
eiont, has recently been honored by
being named to head two folklore
eroups.
Dr. Halpert se:is appointed chair-
man of the nominating committee of
the American Folklore society ..by
Ihe society's presidene•Dr. 'Erminie
W. Vnegelin. i
At the same time-he was selected
i to-be-state director (if the American(
; Dialect society. In addition to serii-
I ing fn these capacities. Dr. Halpert
I will continue to fill the chairrpsn-
1 Alp of tile Proverb committee forKefitneky. ...





FOR SALE--Ginne_Lind Bed, wal-
 1 nut. Perfect-tondition. Call Mrs.C. A. Hale.  AI5c
COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION
-Any typr for any purpose. See
our line before you make a pur-
chase. Special discount on home
freezers-Barnett & Kerley. Phone
135. Al3c
FOR SAI,E: Funk & Sons Drouth
Resistant Hybrid Seed Corn. Treat-
ed to resist Corn Bore and
Ear Worm. Special numbers adap-
ted for Kentucky up-land and bot-
tom soils'. Both Yellow and White.
No other hybrids excell in pro-
duction. We stock all needed num-
bers. Funk & Sons. Handled by
the following merchants: L. F.
Thurmopd, Murray; John Grogan,
Shilo; Ralph McDaniel, Dexter;
Rhea di Wright, Wlswelt Young-
'blood Grocery, Coldwater; Otto
tarris, Pottertown;, L. L. Hamden,
renny;"Ray Lassiter, Hazel. M5c
FOR SALE-Sheetrock, 3-8"x4"x8"
4ee or call Hubby Humphreys, S.
9th St. extended. Phone 625-R or
*54- Al3p
FIND OUT IN ADVANCE
HOW YOU'LL
BEFORE YOU BUY ANY
( 
NEARING AID, .
The massing new Heitone •
Selectometer tells in advance
eldetly which ONE of 144
hearing corrections you need
-gives "before-you-buy"
proof of elearne.s, under-
standability, tolerance for
sound, power you need;
selects the ONE perfect-
fittihg hearing aid for you.
Phone, write, or come in for a
Free demonatration of this new.





Incase vcod Milmet obilishort. Free booklet I
ehout Dearness aod Mut Science 111 defog to
• 0•Vf <OM! It-
I 1".. -...,.. -414.••••  . •• 1111111 *•••••• 








FOR SALE--New 8-tube .1948 Chrys-
ler 'auto radio, $35 off list price.
Will fit Dodge, Plymouth, Chrys-
ler or DeSoto cars only-George
Fielder, 16th and Main. Al5c
PULLORUM -PASSED CHICKS
that will live and grow fast. U. S.
Approved. Different breeds. Hat-
ching nays, Mondays and Thurs-
days. Book your order early to
avoid disappointment. Heavy cock-
erels available. Murray Hatch-
ery. A20c
MILLER TIRE SPECIAL-13.00x16-
$12.39 exchange. Guaranteed good
as money win buy. Other sizes.
Cable Motor Co. A22c
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY-
-12" culvert and driveway tile.-
Guerin -Concrete Products. East
Highway. Phone 324.-• MIc
SINGER STWING MACHINE -
Minnesota "Model B." Good con-
' dition-1609 Hamilton Ave., garage
apt. in rear. Xl4p 
t 
I
FOR SALE--Good year-old nude t
colt-H. C. ClariLl mile south of
Sinking Spring Cuurch. A13p
FOR SALE.--Cut .flowers, tulips,
gladiola bulbs, English • chrysan-
themum slips- Mrs. I. T. Craw-
ford, Murray Rt. 2. A 141)
FOR SALE -Boats and motors, both
new and,,, used. Some at whole-
sale-See • Perry Hendon at Hen-
don's Service Station. Al7p
FOR SALE-Brick House, &RC
Broadway,- Mayfield. Possession at
once._ Phone 08341440, _MurrAY-.7-
Mrs-.-C, T. Lear. A14c
•
Wanted
WANTED-One or two persons to
share expenses to California by
ear, leaving Wednesday morning.
Phone 241-W. Al4
Notices
NOTICE--..--Oaltiens and lots plow-
ed and fixed (cheap). I have a
garden' tractor and I can do a good
Job. Call 465-R - Norman Avis-
tin. Al9pc
NOTICE-Mr. Frank Davis be
in Murray each Wednesday at
Barnett & Kerley, next to the
Bank of Murray/ to bd. sell and
trade new and used/ sewing ma-
chines. Mr. Davis an repair all
makes of machiees, convert trea-
dle models to electric, and can
furnish attachments for any make















275 YEARS OLD-One of the sighLs at lwa1 uni, near Hiroshima, Japan, is this Bridge of
the Damask Girdle, spanning the Nishiltig iwa River. The bridge, constructed entirely
of wood, was built in 1671 when its five akhes, spanning 750 feet, were considered quite
. in eiighieefing feat It is one of Japan's most popular tOtifISts' attraction.t.
•
•
"I think I'll catch him this time."
Joe grunted, tugging viciously at
his -jaunty green hat. "I won't
name- the round, yet, but ,111 get
"I don't think it will be a hard
fight, either." he growled.
"The last time 1 was in sh.ipc bu -
I wasn't in top condition. I was
dead in the dressing room before
the fight. I Won't be this time."
You -could see that 11:2 2pift de-
cision victory last December 5 had
made a deep wr,+und in the Louis
pride. So much so that there is a
pogiiildlity, despite Ili reidefiao11
that he'll retire after this one, that
he may fight again.
"I said before I'd retire after this
one," Louis explained. "Rut they







YOU HELP ME „
ANG MY WASH? ^
















THOSE KIDS JUST SIMPLY USED THE
FACT THAT MR. MUGGLEY'S BROTHER WAS
ACCIDENTALLY KILLED BYA HIT-AND+RUN
TRUCK IN FRONT 0' HERE
TO SCARE US-BUT WE
DON'T SCARE EASY,




LI'L ABNER Reverse Lend-Lease
• ...'*-teel.4.400setesses..
tipott that Units it -fighting a los-
ing battle against weight came
Isvhen "he said he sealed 211. for the -
last -bout- with-Walcott and. exeeet-
ed to go_ 214 or 215 this timC. •
"I haven't weeghed since I left,"
he said. "I stay away from those
scales,"
Looting Dace on _ills trip, Louis
said that the English 'Dont's have
any good heavyweights and my
sparring partners were awful." He
recalted seeing Tommy Farr, against
whom he made his first title de-
fense.
"Farr looks good, but he still
claims he got a bum decision,"
tanitr-said.--the• grin - rettlrning. - -
But the smile didn't' last long.
Somebody mentioned Walcott
.,again.
END OF THE TRAIL
IOLA. Kan. iU.P.)-The death of
John M. Overman at the age. of
95 left his wife alone after 71 years
of married life. She is 92.
Concrete Building
Blocks





ar:irsr.-1. ..c..s, ...in airtmff.r. gre: .._... ..e.?..
, ENNIO IMMO me sp inen7 lip mks gipnu .-at Ne:-..-,- mio Imo Itor ir 10 isk9110. III um Irma. 10110 Wilt is. ogsta0
, ige.E1 Vito II.V.-0 ..1 016.0 V.I'41.1
CONCRETE P ODUCT 0.1
East Highway Murray, Ky. Phone 324
"STANDARD" 20% LAYING MASH
4
"I have only fourteen hens. Yesterday I got thirteen
eggs. I get eight to eleven eggs every 1ay. I have always
fed Ross's Standard Laying Irish."  tfistomer. 
You can buy more expensive 7eds. but none giving
better reunite /a. your-money S'I'ANDARD BRAND
FEEDS. Look at the analysis t the tag. Look at the re-
sults you get and look at the pfice you pay.
20 per cent "STANDARD" YING MASH  $5.15
20 per cent "STANDARD" Chick Starter  5:50
17 per cent "STANDARD" Pig and Hog Fattener 4.95
ROSS EED COMPANY  
110 North Third 3
WE DELIVER





JEST BECUZ TM' TURNIP
TERMITES HAIN'T GONNA
ATTACK US, FO' TH FUST
TIME IN 300 Y'ARS -19400
REASON WHY WE SHOULDN'T













































YEAWW-t/LE - /N EVERY CIVILIZED
CITY IN AMER/CA THESE





WEIRD AIR FLEET PAUSE_S AT
TURNIP FIELDS, BUT LEAVES
WITH ROARS OF RAGE,WI-ItN
THEY ASCERTAIN CROP HAS
BEEN HARVESTED.
•
STATE DEPARTMENT ACCUSES ALL
FOREIGN 7s1AT:024S





















.1e-rating on trainutg cruises and
ether Missions new in all parts of
the _Pacific.. although the e-driiivair
say so
The, racii-e-gdaided -- -rocket- end- -the
etibniarine are a lethel eisMtainetion
. 111 evereeeeatendporty, arrieey
. The writer' ef .this-ediiisetch is said:111er, is no recoil, to the tiring
vice-president • -the- United Pres, of a t.uided missle..a4 a submarine
-in..cherge Of the Pacific a: e.. He could be saiteble /launching plat-
is nov,• in tour erthe Pad., form. •
By FRANK 111.aRellOILOMEle , Ramsey refused to give any data
United Press staff Correspondent en, Nave -rockett experiments.
PEARL HARBOR. April j tjp. "Hotta-v*le/he said. "the V-2
-eAmericin submarines arc. eapa- was being fired up to 275 miles by
We of development alIng entirely the time %Celli Wet II eridel Last
,new lines as weapons, of warfare. month White Sands- i a
 D. C. „Leese"- told's- tt'el ri,k•-‘,-scese. trred----?8, metes- etraight
. Muted Press today. up i iainet a •peed of 3.000
The sabmarine may now be en- trulis per heiar.-
visaged as a floating pratfornt for ;4Ies the ..Ve2 rocket been fired
guided miasles capeble, Ramsey .from eubmaruies"
said, of effelaing a silent under- The brown-eyed Naval as stud-
s:ea approach to ah enemy t, Engle conveys tee exp ion that
tine under cover of night.
It could, then 'surface and born-
bard inland targets, and /Missile
ranges are inireasing with the
buzz bomb or its still mop 4 power-
ful soceessere the V-2. di, ...e.ted
flight by the .nigre soeing eye of- The question us to whether- any
The eottateijskseeIseerieed Aeieeseateland 
project an avert bomb goes not
- desevega radar. submarine inthe world could carry
Who conimands rnerica*s Naval only unanswered but unasked. The
atom bomb is on the strict e,..tirity
list at Pearl. Harbor, particularly
while tests similar to those ofegf.k-





strength in the urine was asked
for an emnion ii reports, that sub'.
marines., pre-wit-needy Russian 
been wrghted with increasing fre-
quency astf/the criasts'of Cefiforma. Fr. 
s",
 ̀ -tAt. 2 35. "es to the Md.
Alaska. and Hawaii. refuted !risk'
-.0erhafas thefe ar.ready a ..ore ef-
fective type , f guided missile than
the supersonic Y-2..
-We are &erne ex4per-i-
trent:diem with ether types ef guid-
mssil..s.: ,he said. - -
specify the areas in whi..h the:y h 7
been,100it.d.
•'W naturally inetatigaie all
reports es:reit:illy," Remise' se: •
"Any nation has a right to eper
any vessels in any sea, as far as it,
jeans ceneerned._firovided
/ ouraide the limit of our territorial
waters, keep. out of restricted areas
-and take no belligerent action.- -.-
-We have no cause to ccrnplain
of the freedom of all couetries to
operate their -submarines in peace-
tune where they please outside out
own areas
There 13-2at indication that , the
submarines off Pearl Hart or are
LOOK! LOOK!-
WILL PAY THIS WEEK
Heavy Hens . '... 27c




Highest market price for
Beef Hides
Prices Subject to Change
Without Notice
Boggess Produce Co.









WASHINGTON. April- 12,-A one-
shot dose of penicillin that lingers
in- the body. at -an-effeetwe germ-
fighting ievei for four days was
announced by a five-man research
team' at the veneral disease sym-
posium held here by the U.S Public
Health Service.
The painful. every three hours
day and night injections that
I patients getting penicillin. treat-ment have had to undergo will be-a 1-1111tt of-the -past when the new
product is on the market. scientists
:,ere believes...,
• IttantiedF4Mcaseily as peeduet 'F.-
- he new penicillm preparation was
i invented by Dr F H Buckwalter.
I director of products development
I at Bristol Laboratories Working
1 with him di its development wasi Dr. H. L. _Dickinson. director of
l pharmaceutical research fo-• Bids-
:tot Dr D. K. Kitchen, medical di-
1 rector of Be:dui...Myers company.reported at the meeting. here onteit-s conducted by himself and Drs.
., Evan Thomas. Richard H. Lyons.
M. Mansky. and Charles It. Rein at
MARATHON
4GOODAEAR
ONLY $ L W plus an tax
Marathon — the famous money saving tire is back in
the Goodyear line — and a better "buy" than ever!
Back with-the economy. long mileage and safety ...-
the extra value for your dollars that made Marathon
the favorite of millions, of motorists before the -war
. back with more-and stronger cords M the rugged
tire body for even greater protection against tire
failure. Look at these features ...
LONG WEAR —New specially treated cords cm' d
newly compounded rubber make Marathon the tire
that "runs arid runs and runs".
•
NON-SKID .SAVTTY — Those famous 'Goodyear dia-
mond blocks really Op the road. You get safer •
quicker stops — especially on wet, skiddy roads.
"COMPACTING MAD"— Inflation forces the side-
walls out, compaets the tread. This' reduces tread ,
wear, punctures, bruises and breaks.
For a really sensational "buy" in tires, see
us for Marathons today! And remember
"new tubes save tires".
B1LBREY'S
Car and Home Supply
210 E. Main Tel. 886
STILL NO. 11—Giving an imitation of the upside down
Flomathois (11), a member of the French Rugby team that
• recently whipped the British team, 15 to 0, stands on his
head-id hands to gain poszession of the ball. The inter-
national match took place in Paris.
TRIESTE BORDER INSPECTION—Policemen at a frontier
road block between Trieste and Capodistria check bundles
of peasant women before allowitig them to cross into Zone
-13 It Is reported that many peasants in Zone "A" are
trymg to smuggle food into the Slav zone for sale on the
black market.
iielievue hospital, Syracuse Ur 
versa), ho Indications AreSpital and New York
Post-Graduate hospital
The new, long-lasting penicillin
preparation consists of procaine
penicillin G in peanut oil with tw •
per cent efuminum munostearate iii
small particle size.
Ever since penicillin was first
used to 'treat patients, scientists
have sought a way to keep the
precious mold chemical in the body
longer In the early days wren the
chemical as veils scarce, doctors
resorted to extracting it "'rem the
urine . of patients acting .jhe drug
so as to conserve every bit.
Mixing penicillin with peanut
cal and beeswax was one of the
first methods tried for holding it
in the body longer. Combining peni-
cillin 
recent developrrfents. The mon-
a m .with procaine is one of the
ostearate used in the newest peni-
cillin preparation delays the ex-
cretion of penicillin. In addite;n. it
is said to be a perfect suspending
agent because it produces a thyxo-
teepee sew, .-Thassimpvls that the ma.
leriat is in a sond jelly form so
t long as it is standing undisturbed.
; But when the rheunr N ready to in-
ject it. he taps the tube or ampule,
I and the 'tell immediately tu-ns in-
to a liquid. -
A anat,L„,prepara t of,
the same chemicals with penicillin,
is already on the market under the
sname of flo-eillin The' only differ-
ence between this and the new F
product is in the size of the peni-
cillin particles in. the gen. Ira
they are large, an line with
findings of a year or so ago that
large penicillin particles were ab-
sorbed more slowly and the effect
lasted longer. In the gell prepara-
tion, however, the small particles
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Veterans who become permaoent-
-Is and totally disabled even thoogit
their disability has no conneetion
with war service. may be entitled
to a minimum pension of $60
monthly, officials at the Veterans
Administration Branch Office in
Columbus. Ohio, explained today.
This pension is payable to elig-
ible veterans whose annual income
is less than 51.000 if they have no
dependents, or M2.500 if they have
dependents. The pension automat-
ically is increased to $72 after a
veteran has received it for 10 pears
or has reached the age of 65.
To qualify for this type of pen-
sion, the applicant must state that
the disability is not due to his own
misconduct. The veteran must
have served ,a least 90 days unless
discharged for line-of-duty dis-
ability, and must have been dis-
charged under conditions other
than dishonorable.
This pension provision epplies
only to veterans whose disabilities
are not service-connected.
•
Three rules which govern admis-
sion to Veterans Administration
hospitals were reiterated today by
VA Branch Office officials in Glo-
lumbus. Ohio.
They are:
(1) Pitority is given to those vet-
erans who require immediate hos-
pital attention because of an emer-
gency condition. They are entitled
to a bed at once.
i2-1 Those veterans who have ser-
.vIce•connected disability' also, are -
entitled to prompt admission to a
VA hospital.
(3) Veterans who have non-ser-
vice connected injuries or ailments
are entitled to VA hospital cape
if they state they are unable to pay
for private medical..,eare, and if a
bed is available in a VA hospital to
take care of them.
Requests for admission to a VA
hospital should be made to the
nearest VA office or hospital.
•
Questions and Answers
Q. May I receive death benefits
_
WASHINGTON. April 12 (UP)
-The hungry world is not sud-
denly going to be well fed, but
there seem to be fair indications
that it will not have to pull its
belt in oulte so tight in 1948 as it
did in 1947 The report of the in-
ternational emereency food com-
mittee of FAO. realeased today.
lists these developments. unfor-
seen six months ago, that have
eased the world food crisis and
warrant cautious optimism for the
future" theY are:
1. An unusually mild winter in
Eprope,
2 Record harvests in Australia.
which ere resulting in greatly ex-
panded exports of cereals;
*Doubling of monthly grain ex-
ports from Argentina,' supported
by much larger crop yields than
could normally be counted upon.
A fourth, but expected. factor 's
the ability of the USSR to make
substantial exports of cereal'. Rus-
sian agriculture authorities are al-
so quoted as promising increased
plantings in their country, and
correspondingly increased food ex-
ports if the crop season continues
favorable.
The mild winter in Europe help-
ed not Vy through lessening of
direct f demands but through
improvement of winter pasture
STOP TERMITE DAMAGE
Flying ants may be termites -
possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINI,X INSPECTION will
give you accurate information on
the extent of termite damage in





01.o Valley Teroonia Cory.
1 79,
.›A• Ailverti•••1 •111)• Rid"
TERMINIX
for cattle, thereby decreasing the
need for diversion of grain for
feeding purposes and at the same
time increasing the supply of
dairy products.
While a partition of the immense
wheat crop of 1947 in the United
States is not expected this year,
prospects for a continuation of
large supplies of wheat from the
southern hemisphere seem good
It also seems reasonable to ex-
pect an improvement on, the 1947
corn crop in this country
A. Yes, if been were veterans
and you otherwise are eligible
Q. After I have repaid the
amount 1 borrowed under the G.I.
Bill, is my loan guaranty privilege
restored to its original amount?
A. No. You may use the full
amount of your loan rights only
once.
EDUCATION HEAD




To Be in Louisville
Dr E. J. Carter, head of the de-
partment of education at Murray
State. will attend a meeting of the
Kentucky Committee on .Resource-
use in Education, which will be I
held in Lcuisville on April 14.
Doctor Carter, chairman of the'
state program in resource-use edu-
cation, states that the purpose of i
the meeting is to develop plans for ;
increasing the effectiveness of in- I





ILL-FITTING FOREGROUND—The Statue of Liberty, symbol of America, stands within
sight of these piles of junk. Recently Rep Ellsworth Buck of New York spoke for a group ,
ol 17 New York and New Jersey Congressmen, asking the House Appropriations Committee
for $1,000,000 to clear up the area. _
for my husband and my son? public schol teachers of Kentucky.
The Kentucky committee, in co-
operation with various state and
plans for a seven day conference to
be held on Murray State campus
the first week following the close
of the summer session. It is expec-
ted that tnis conference at Murray
will include representative; from
every educational system iri Ken-
tucky as well as a group of inter-
ested laymen, and representatives
of agencies engaged ff developing
programs designed to improve the
living conditions of the people of
Kentucky.
Doctor Carter states that this type
of conference is unique in that it
•
has been done in only ont othe.t.
state. It is hoped that through the.
activity of the Kentucky committee,
moth favorable attention will be
directed toward the eforts at self-
improvement which is being ex-
hibited by many of the schools in
Kentucky.
PEANUT, JOHN and ARTHER
MAPLE STREET AUTO REPAIR
has the latest equipment for Reboring Itlie Ice Reconditioning
Motors. Refacing and Reseating Valves: also Honing Bushings
for Pistons. Rods or anything for Cars. Trucks or Tractors. All
Prevision Fitted.
A11L-WORK GUARANTEED







In the struggle for World Peace
THEY have no seat at international confer-ences. . treaties are mode without their
signatures—yet the farmer and the locomotive
engineer, symbols of two great American indus-
tries, play significant roles in the struggle to win
the peace.
Front the farms and ranches, gardens and or-
chards of America. food for the hungry nations
of western Europeatteeps alive the spark of free-
dom gives strength to these war-torn countries'
determination to rebuild—to live in peace.





To serve its peace-making function, however, the
food from American farms must be transported
to processing plants, canneries and packers.
Thence it must be shipped to seaports for export.
Only the railroads, America's basic sranmporta-



































































































The NC&SiL is proud to be a part of this great 
registrar,
. 
industry .. proud that for nearly a hundred years
it has been able to serve and grow with the cities,
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